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ABSTRACT. We develop an efficient numerical method for pricing the Derivative Linked Secu-
rities (DLS). The payoff structure of the hybrid DLS consists with a standard 2-Star step-down
type ELS and the range accrual product which depends on the number of days in the coupon
period that the index stay within the pre-determined range.We assume that the 2-dimensional
Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) as the model of two equitiesand a no-arbitrage interest
model (One-factor Hull and White interest rate model) as a model for the interest rate. In this
study, we employ the Monte Carlo simulation method with the Compute Unified Device Archi-
tecture (CUDA) parallel computing as the General Purpose computing on Graphic Processing
Unit (GPGPU) technology for fast and efficient numerical valuation of DLS. Comparing the
Monte Carlo method with single CPU computation or MPI implementation, the result of Monte
Carlo simulation with CUDA parallel computing produces higher performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the computation speed plays a vital role in the financial world. It is important
to predict risk factors, to hedge other financial products and to compute financial derivatives
with complicated structures. As the trading volume of derivatives has been increased steadily,
the computation speed has been more seriously concerned. Inthis sense, Fei [1] has studied
pricing of the simple stock option using Monte Carlo simulation by using CUDA. And in [2],
they have parallelized the Monte Carlo method on GPUs for thecalibration of the parameters
in SABR stochastic volatility modes.

In this article, we compute CD-Equity Hybrid Derivative Linked Securities (DLS), which is
issued in [3]. This is a hybrid combination between the Equity Linked Securities (ELS) with
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two underlying stock price indices and the certificate of deposit (CD) (91 days) rates single-
range accrual DLS. This is why it is called the Hybrid DLS. In order to evaluate this financial
product, we assume that stock prices follow 2-dimensional Geometric Brownian Motion re-
spectively, and that CD (91days) rates follow the One-factor Hull-White short-rate model. We
use the Monte Carlo method to simulate the stock price indices model, and the Euler scheme
for the interest-rate model.

To show the performance of parallel computation methods, weattempt the parallel comput-
ing using the MPI library and the General Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units
(GPGPU). The recent advent of usage of the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA),
which is one of the GPGPU technologies, provides a high efficiency in computing. CUDA,
introduced by NVidia in 2007, is suitable and natural for implementing independent paths sim-
ulation using thousands of threads. As a popular numerical tool for evaluation of financial
derivatives, the Monte Carlo method has been widely used in computational financial engi-
neering to solve problems of which closed-form solution is not feasible or is impossible to
obtain. However, this method is computationally too costlydue to a large number of trials.

The crucial key of the Monte-Carlo method is the random number generators (RNGs) that
provide to each trial independently. The random number generation is usually the most time-
consuming procedure. To overcome this drawback, we need to consider massive parallel com-
putation essentially when we generate random numbers. Apart from the standard libraries,
CUDA also provides several useful libraries, which can improve the programming efficiency
significantly. We especially use thecuRAND library, which provides facilities that efficient
generation of high-quality pseudo-random or quasi-randomnumbers. We focus on the pseudo-
random numbers.cuRAND consists of libraries on the host side (CPU) and a device side
(GPU). We use the device Application Programming Interface(API), which includes functions
for various random sequences.

We finally compare the elapsed time of serial computation andtwo of parallel computing
methods. Our final goal is to get good performance results when using GPU with CUDA. As
the results, we may conclude CUDA computing is more efficientthan parallel computing by
MPI library. In a number of respects, CUDA enable us to compute for complicated options
and Over-the-Counter derivative products in a just few seconds. This computational speedup
allows us to run more simulation paths that increase the confidence.

In Section 2, hybrid DLS as an example of financial product is explained in detail. In Sec-
tion 3, we introduce the GPGPU computing with CUDA. In Section 4, we provide numerical
examples for the verification of the CUDA performance. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude
that the GPGPU computing with CUDA is an effective and promising substitute for the high
performance computing in the financial industry.

2. HYBRID DERIVATIVE L INKED SECURITIES

In this section, we first introduce the concept of the hybrid DLS, and then explain a detailed
products structure, payoff conditions and underlying assets mathematical models.
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2.1. Explanation of Hybrid DLS. ELS payoff depends on movements of underlying assets
such as a single stock or index, a multiple stocks or indices.Similarly, DLS payoff on in-
vestments is determined by movements of underlying assets such as interest rates, FX rates,
oil prices, typically West Texas Intermediate (WTI), credit rating and actual assets, and so on.
DLS is available to be made in a variety of products payoff conditions. As an example of
hybrid DLS, we compute the price of CD-Equity Duet 387th DLS issued by KDB Daewoo
securities in 2011 [3]. This is a hybrid combination betweenELS linked with two underlying
stock price indices (KOSPI200 and HSCEI) and CD (Certificateof Deposits) 91 days rates
range accrual DLS. This is why it is called the hybrid DLS. It has been given the right of using
during 3-month exclusively by Korea Financial Investment Association.

A standard 2-dimensional step-down structured ELS is dependent upon the minimum rate of
return between two underlying assets by checking every 6-month. But we use an average rate
of return, not a minimum rate of return. In here, the rate of return means ratio of underlying
asset to initial price.

And as another underlying asset, CD Range Accrual as a type ofnon-vanilla derivative
product will be applied to decide final payoff. This product is structured that a coupon whose
value accrues with the number of days a reference index stayswithin the pre-determined range.
To enhance the marketability and to reduce the burden of new products development, many
securities companies began issuing a variety of structuredpatented ELSs. However, we guess
that except 2in1 ELS and Airbag ELS, most patented ELSs was not successful. Maybe it is
because they have complex structures, which are difficult for investors to understand. CD-Duet
hybrid DLS is not popular these days, also it is not traded anylonger. This can be structured
with or without an embedded call option. Also, the issuer will either pay the coupon or nothing.
In other words, it looks a digital option. When the referenceindex trades outside of the pre-
determined range, the coupon is not accrued. This has been once very popular among investors
who hope that the reference index will stay within a pre-determined range. After early and
terminal redemption conditions are decided, CD Range Accrual plays a role in final return. In
explaining range accrual without mathematical formula, wehave to observe the index value
and memorize the number of observations within the given range.

Finally, based on ELS payoff, the more indices stay within the range, the higher we will get
return. The payoff diagram of this hybrid DLS is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Mathematical Models. We assume that underlying assets for 2-dimensional ELS follow
GBM, and that the CD rate follows the One-factor Hull, and White interest-rate model as the
no-arbitrage model and the mean-reverting short-rate model.

2.2.1. The 2-dimensional Geometric Brownian Motion.The 2-dimensional Monte-Carlo asset
paths for ELS are generated by the following scheme:

S1(tn+1) = S1(tn)e
(r−q− 1

2
σ2

1
)∆t+σ1

√

∆t∆W1 , (2.1)

S2(tn+1) = S2(tn)e
(r−q− 1

2
σ2

2
)∆t+σ2

√

∆t(ρ12∆W1+
√

1−ρ2
12
∆W2). (2.2)
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FIGURE 1. CD-Equity DLS Payoff Structure [3, 4]

In (2.1) and (2.2), stock indices stand for KOSPI 200 and HSCEI, respectively. We use constant
risk-free interest rates, correlation between two stock indices, volatilities and zero dividend
rates.

2.2.2. The One-factor Hull and White Interest-rate Model.In [5], an extended-Vaicek model
has been introduced so that it fits both an initial term-structure of interest rates and interest-rate
volatilities. The model is a no-arbitrage yield curve model. This means that it can reproduce the
initial yield curve implied by bond prices. The Hull-White model is widely used in derivative
pricing as well as in risk management filed. A main advantage of the Hull-White model is easy
to get the distribution of future time interest rates if the initial yield curve and other parameters
are all given. The instantaneous short-rater(t) (over a very short period of time) under this
model is governed by the following dynamics under the risk-neutral measure. Note that this
short-rate is not equal to interest rate in (2.1) and (2.2):

dr(t) =
(

θ(t)− α(t)r(t)
)

dt+ σ(t)dW (t)Q.

Unlike the equilibrium model, in the no-arbitrage model, the drift depends on time. This
is why the shape of the initial zero curves govern the averagepath taken by the short-rate
in the future. The parametersθ(t), α(t) andσ(t) are deterministic functions of time. The
function θ(t) is chosen so as to exactly fit an initial term-structure of interest rates observed
in the market. The other two time-varying functionsα(t) andσ(t) enable the above model to
satisfy the volatility structure at time zero. However, in [3] the same authors have proposed
that the result from volatility term structure could be non-stationary and must be dealt with
carefully. It is because some market sectors are less liquid. The future volatility structures
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implied by the above dynamics are likely to be unreliable anduninformative. We therefore
focus on the following extension of the Vasicek model in [6] as a special case with positive
constant parametersα andσ. As mentioned before, the functionθ(t) is chosen so as to exactly
fit to current term-structure of interest rates being observed in the market:

dr(t) =
(

θ(t)− αr(t)
)

dt+ σdW (t)Q. (2.3)

It can be rewritten as the following:

dr(t) = α
(θ(t)

α
− r(t)

)

dt+ σdW (t)Q.

Where, constant parameterα means the short-rate mean reversion speed, and if this value
become greater, then the short-rate reverts faster. The other constant parameterσ means the
short-rate standard deviation. AndW is a Brownian motion under the risk-neutral measure. At
time t, the short-rate reverts toθ(t)

α
with speedα. In this Hull and White One-factor model could

generate negative interest. This model may not suitable in alow interest rate environment. As
an alternative to avoid generating negative interest rate,the Black-Karasinski model could be a
suitable candidate. We denote the market instantaneous forward rate at time 0 for the maturity
T byFM (0, T ):

FM (0, T ) = −∂ lnPM (0, T )

∂T
.

Let us assume that the instantaneous forward rate follows from the interest rates which are
observed current market and that the zero-coupon bonds which are observed current market
is denoted byPM (0, T ). With PM (0, T ) from the market discount factor at time 0 for the
maturityT , in order to fit the model to the current interest rate term structure, we must have
the functionθ(t) which is analytically calculated by

θ(t) = FM
t (0, t) + αFM (0, t) +

σ2

2α

(

1− e−2αt
)

. (2.4)

Since the last term is quiet small, if we ignore this, the equation implies that the drift of the
process at time t. The short-rate follows the slope of the initial instantaneous forward rate
curve. In (2.3), the short-rates are represented in terms ofa stochastic differential equation. So
as to obtain an explicit expression for short-rates, we needto integrate (2.3) using a bit of trick.
Under the Hull-White model, the short-rate at a future time follows a normal distribution. If
the yield curve at times is given, short-rates stochastic process is mathematically integrated at
any times < t:

r(t) = r(s)e−α(t−s) +

∫ t

s

e−α(t−u)θ(u)du+ σ

∫ t

s

e−α(t−u)dW (u)Q. (2.5)

Equation (2.5) can be rewritten:

r(t) = r(s)e−α(t−s) +A(t)−A(s)e−α(t−s) + σ

∫ t

s

e−α(t−u)dW (u)Q,
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where

A(t) = FM (0, t) +
σ2

2α2

(

1− e−αt
)2

.

The short-rater(t) conditional onFs has mean and variance, respectively, as follows:

E[r(t)|Fs] = r(s)e−α(t−s) +A(t)−A(s)e−α(t−s),

V ar[r(t)|Fs] =
σ2

2α

(

1− e−2α(t−s)
)

.

Generally, the processes of stock prices or interest rate are assumed a continuous-time stochas-
tic process. However, when we simulate any SDEs for evaluation, it is important to discretize
a continuous-time process into a discretized time version.Hence we adopt the explicit Euler
scheme for a time discretization. This scheme is equivalentto approximating the integral terms
using the left-point rule. We want to discretize the continuous version short-rate process by
approximating the integrals

δr(t) =
(

θ(t)− αr(t)
)

δt+ σZ
√
δt, (2.6)

whereZ follows the standard normal distribution andr0 from IRS(Interest Rate Swap) curve
is defined as an initial value of interest rate scenario. And (2.6) can be rewritten as follows:

r(t+ δt) = r(t) +
(

θ(t)− αr(t)
)

δt+ σZ
√
δt, r(0) = r0.

We approximateθ(t)δt by (2.4):

θ(t)δt = FM
t (0, t+ δt)− FM

t (0, t) + αFM (0, t)δt +
σ2

2α

(

1− e−2αt
)

δt.

In fact, we need a couple of calibrated constant parametersσ, α so as to using the above scheme.
These parameters are calibrated to fit this model as closely as possible to market data. To
perform this process, usually main diagonal data in KRW Swaption quoted implied volatilities
surface from the Black 76 model are used. With the volatilitymatrix, to fit the model we
have to calculate the implied volatilities surface from theHull and White swaption value. In
practice, we fix the parameterα. Then we have to find the constant parameter of short rate
standard deviation. It is decided to minimize the sum of squared errors. These errors mean
that the simple difference between the KRW Swaption quoted implied volatilities surface from
Black76 model and the swaption value which is calculated by the short-rate model. To solve
the calibrated parameter, the following formula can be used:

σ = min
n
∑

i=1

(

σHull-White
Swaption

i

− σ
Quoted
Swaption

i

)2
.

The end value of the above summation,n is the total number of main diagonal data in Swaption
matrix. However, we assumed the constantσ, not calibrated from market data. Finally, if we
know Interest Rate Swap (IRS) curve as an initial term structure, then we knowF (0, t). If
parameters are constant, thenθ(t) can be calculated. With fix quiet small discretization interval,
we generate short-rates inductively.
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3. GPGPU COMPUTING WITH CUDA

3.1. Basic CUDA. We use GPGPU with CUDA for parallel computing of the financialderiva-
tive. The parallel computing platform CUDA is one of the GPGPU technologies which can use
such as C, C++ and FORTRAN codes, and is aimed to make more similar GPU programming.
Due to these advantages of CUDA, it is widely used in various science fields. Before using
CUDA, we need to equip with GPU that support CUDA. In CUDA terminology, the GPU is
called a device, whereas the CPU is called host. And a function executed by many threads in
parallel on the device is called a kernel. As the C programming language extension, CUDA
adds function type qualifiersglobal , device and host to specify execution on host or
device and variable type qualifiersdevice , constant and shared to specify memory
location on the device. The functionglobal with global qualifier is executed on the device,
but this is callable from the host only. The functiondevice with device qualifier is executed
on the device, and is callable from the device only. The function host with host qualifier is
executed on the host and callable from the host only. For moredetails, refer to [7]. The variable

device resides on the global memory in device and has the lifetime until program is over,
so this is accessible form all the threads and host using API function. The variable constant
resides on the constant memory in device and has the lifetimeuntil program is over; this is also
accessible from all threads and host using API function. Thelast variable shared resides
on the shared memory in a thread block, so it has the lifetime of a block. It is also accessible
from all the threads within the block. And there are four build-in variables gridDim, blockDim,
blockIdx and threadIdx. The built-in variables gridDim andblockDim are type dim3 and refer
to dimensions of the grid, block respectively. Other built-in variables blockIdx and threadIdx
are type unit3 and refer to the block indices in the grid and the thread indices in the block
respectively.

FIGURE 2. A Grid of Blocks, Blocks of threads [8]
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As shown in Figure 2, the grid consists of blocks, and the block consists of threads. When
we set up the kernel execution configuration parameters, it is important to select the dimension
of the grid, i.e. the number of blocks in each grid, and the dimension of blocks, i.e. the number
of threads in each block.

In other words, to maximize the utilization, the assignmentof the number of threads per
block and the number of blocks per grid should be selected carefully. Once the number of
blocks and threads in kernel function is defined by programmer, the number of total threads is
finally decided. Multi-thread model is highly suitable for multi-threaded Monte Carlo simula-
tion for financial derivatives.

FIGURE 3. CUDA Memory Structure [10]

Unlike CPU with unique memory space, CUDA device has a variety of memories (See
Figure 3) for getting high execution speed. First of all, themost representative memory is
global memory as an off-chip GDDR RAM. The global memory can be read and written by
all assigned threads and the host. As the second memory, shared memories as an on-chip
GDDR are allocated to each block. Through the shared memory,GPU can communicate with
all threads in a block. The shared memory which is used for optimization is much faster than
the global memory since it is on-chip. As the third memory, the fastest registers are allocated
to individual threads; each thread can communicate with only its own registers. In order not to
exceed the limited memory sizes depending on compute capability, it is important for us to be
aware of the device specifications we have. Once the kernel function runs on the device, device
memory should be allocated in advance and data must be copiedfrom host to device memory.
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Between the host and the device, CUDA API functions(such ascudaMemCpy) are utilized
for the memory block transfer. Figure 4 shows typical procedure of the data processing in
CUDA, and it is summarized as follows:

Step 1: Allocate memory on the host and the device separately.
And copy data from the host to the device using cudaMemCpy function.

Step 2: Host instructs the process to the device.
Step 3: Kernel function executes parallel on each core.
Step 4: Copy the final results back from the device to the host using cudaMemCpy function.

FIGURE 4. CUDA Data Processing Flow [11]

3.2. Random Number Generation Using cuRAND Library. Here, we refer to [9] for expla-
nation ofcuRAND Library. As mentioned before, the crucial key for simulating of Monte-Carlo
method is to generate quickly random numbers. The standard random number generating func-
tions in stdlib.h library was usually used to generate trivial pseudo-random numbers. However,
in the CUDA world, because kernel function cannot call general embedded host function, we
do not have to use it anymore. So we need to utilizecuRAND library. Here,cuRAND means
NVIDIA CUDA random number generation (RNG) library for high-quality pseudo-random or
quasi-random (low-discrepancy) numbers.cuRAND also allow us to generate random numbers
in bulk from host code running on CPU or from CUDA functions/kernels running on GPU, and
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cuRAND provides a variety of RNG algorithms (MRG32k3a, Merseinne Twister, XORWOW
for pseudo-RNG and Sobol for quasi-RNG) and distributions (uniform, normal, log-normal,
Poisson, single-precision and double-precision) for our needs. In order to initialize the state
of the RNG, using the device Application Programming Interface (API) that allows devel-
opers to create applications that interact with device hardware, within a kernel, we can call
cuRAND_init function that sets up an initial state allocated by given seed, sequence number
and offset. Each GPU thread must have an individual state in global memory. Then wrapper
functions such ascuRAND_normal function can be used as needed. The implementation
cuRAND_normal function mentioned above uses a BoxMuller transformation to generate
normally distributed values. In general, when initializing the random generator state, we need
more registers and local memory than RNG. It is important to call cuRAND_init function
andcuRAND_normal function separately in different kernels to optimize performance. The
following is the thread control algorithm we use on Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD).
By doing like this, all threads execute the same program. Thegoal is to reduce the computa-

FIGURE 5. Approximate Code for Thread Control [1]

tion time by using parallel computing. The Monte-Carlo method is good candidate in parallel
computing using MPI library or CUDA, since all paths are independent to each other, and we
need to run massive number of path in order to get convergence. As the comparison target,
parallel computing using MPI library will be used. MPI is a communication system which has
been designed by a group of researchers to supply programmers with a standard for distributed-
memory parallel programming. Since MPI provides a tool to enable communication between
different CPUs, it does not depend on shared-memory architectures. The status of MPI as a
distributed-memory system implies that multiple processes are started from the beginning and
run, usually on different CPUs to completion. MPI programs have general structures:
Step 1: Include MPI header file (mpi.h).
Step 2: Initialize the MPI environment and communication.
Step 3: MPI calls and functions for parallel computation.
Step 4: Finalize the MPI communication.

In order to achieve good performance using MPI, we first divide simulation paths for val-
uation into different CPUs, then we combine those results asthe final result of Monte Carlo
simulation. Let us suppose that we have computer with four CPU cores to simulate Monte
Carlo with 1M paths for any derivatives. In this situation, if we use MPI library, then each core
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works just only for 0.25M paths simultaneously. By dividingworks, we can save costs and
theoretically it will be exactly four times faster than single-CPU computation.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present parameters briefly, then comparethe single CPU computation
speed with parallel results. We compute two of financial products as samples. First one is
Two-in-One ELS (hereinafter referred to 2in1 ELS), and the other one is CD-Equity Hybrid
DLS (hereinafter referred to Hybrid DLS) as our main products. Since Hybrid DLS includes
standard 2-dimensional ELS, it has much more simulation volume than 2in1 ELS. The reason
why we include 2in1 ELS is to show that the more computationalquantities we have to deal
with, the better performance we will get. Table 1 is our experiment environments.

TABLE 1. Experiment Environments
OS Linux Ubuntu 13.04 LTS

CPU Intel Core(4) i7-2600 (3.40GHz)
Host Memory DDR3 1600MHz (4GB)

GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 Core(1536)
Device Memory GDDR5 (2GB)
CUDA Version CUDA 6.0

Compute Capability 3.0

4.1. Two-in-One (2in1) ELS. First of all, we see 2in1 ELS results as a preceding research.
Unlike other standard ELSs, 2in1 ELS consider not the minimum rate of return but the average
rate of return. By doing like this, it offers not only much higher automatic early-redemption
chances, but much lower a risk of losing investment principal for investors.

TABLE 2. Parameters of 2in1 ELS
The number of Path 1,000,000 1st Strike 90%

Initial Underlying Assets (1.0, 1.0) 2nd Strike 95%
Volatilities of Assets ( 0.3, 0.3 ) Knock-in 55%

Correlation 0.3 Discretized time 0.00125
Return per semi-annual 3.1% Risk-free Rate 1%

The payoff diagram of the 2in1 ELS is shown in Figure 6. We executed the single-core 2in1
ELS code to measure the elapsed time using the ICPC as Intel C++ compiler on Linux. As
shown in Table 3, the elapsed time is 54.75 seconds. We would like to see the reduced elapsed
time in comparison with this result.

TABLE 3. Elapsed Time for Serial Codes (2in1 ELS)
2in1 ELS Price Compiler / Elapsed Time(sec)

Sample mean 95% Confidence Interval ICPC
0.981468 [ 0.980880, 0.982056 ] 54.75
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FIGURE 6. 2in1 ELS Payoff Structure [12]

We also execute the 2in1 ELS using MPI library, and use the MPICC compiler which links
MPI programs written in C. If we insert into source code, datacommunication performs be-
tween processes. Each processor executes the same code simultaneously. It is obvious to see
improved performance by adding cores to MPI program. When weuse two and four cores, the
elapsed time approximately is reduced by half and a quarter,respectively. The elapsed time
speedup using MPI library with four cores shows approximately quadruple faster than serial
code. And the elapsed time ratio ICPC/MPI was about 3.70.

TABLE 4. Elapsed time using MPI library (2in1 ELS)
2in1 ELS Price Compiler / Elapsed Time(sec)

Sample mean 95% Confidence Interval MPICC (2-core) MPICC (4-core)
0.981445 [ 0.980857, 0.982033 ] 28.07 14.81

We finally executed the product using the NVCC which is NVidiaCUDA compiler. The
NVCC looks for source code with the *.cu extension. So, all the CUDA code have the form
of *.cu extension. Also this compiler plays a role in translating C codes to something that will
run on the GPU. As a result when use NVCC, while MPI results show quadruple speedup than
serial, CUDA shows approximately 26.32 times faster than serial, and 7.12 faster than MPI
with quad cores. As we expected, the CUDA results show absolutely good performances.

In Table 5,〈〈〈32, 512〉〉〉 means that execution configuration parameters which are used during
a call to a kernel function. That numbers are defined as the dimensions of the grid and the
dimensions of each block, respectively.

TABLE 5. Elapsed time using CUDA (2in1 ELS)
2in1 ELS Price Compiler / Elapsed Time(sec)

Sample mean 95% Confidence Interval NVCC 〈〈〈32, 512〉〉〉
0.981545 [ 0.980957, 0.982133 ] 2.08

In Figure 7, we depict the ratio of the execution time betweenMPI(4-cores) and CUDA,
as well as the ratio of the execution time between single CPU and CUDA. According to the
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bar graph, the CUDA speed-up shows that if we use parallel computing using the CUDA, then
CUDA result is 26.32 times faster than serial code using ICPCand is 7.12 times faster than
MPI code using MPICC with four cores.

FIGURE 7. CUDA Speedup (2in1 ELS)

As Figures 8 and 9 show, when we execute the Monte Carlo simulation using CUDA, we set
up the kernel execution configuration parameters. It is important to input the number of blocks
per grid and threads per block in kernel. To find the optimal number of both of them is crucial
point. But there have been some limits. In Figure 8, if we set the number of threads with 512,
starting block number 32, the elapsed time does not reduce anymore.

FIGURE 8. CUDA Elapsed time per blocks with fixed 512 threads (2in1 ELS)

Similarly, in Figure 9, if we set the number of blocks with 1024, starting threads number 32,
like the preceding the elapsed time does not reduce anymore.As a result of the proper number
of blocks and threads, we adopt that in the 2in1 ELS case, the number of blocks and threads
is 32, 512, respectively, and in the hybrid DLS case, the number of blocks and threads is 32,
1024, respectively. It shows the fastest elapsed time in this problem.
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FIGURE 9. CUDA Elapsed time per threads with fixed 1024 blocks (2in1 ELS)

4.2. CD-Equity Hybrid DLS. Here, we refer to [3] for explanation of the product. This fi-
nancial product is our main target to show the efficiency of the parallel computing performance.
Even though this product is similar to any other 2-dimensional ELS, this additionally contains
interest-rate model. So, it is more complicated and it needsmuch more computation works.
For these reasons, CUDA in parallel computation has become indispensable. Table 6 includes
the parameters we have used for Hybrid DLS. In order to compare with previous product, we
set same the number of paths and discretized time interval. We assume that the mean-reverting
speed, i.e. Hull and White alpha and short-rate volatility are constant value as shown the fol-
lowing table. And we have used the actual KRW IRS curve up to 3 years. In this curve, we
assume that IRS is flat before 1year and IRS from 1 year to 2 year, 2 year to the maturity will
be linear interpolated.

TABLE 6. Parameters of Hybrid DLS
The number of Paths 1,000,000 1st Strike 95%

Initial Underlying Assets ( 1.0, 1.0 ) 2nd Strike 90%
Volatilities of Assets ( 0.3, 0.3 ) 3rd Strike 85%

Correlation 0.3 Knock-in 55%
Return per semi-annual 6.7% Discretized time 1.0%
Hull-White volatility 1.0% Hull-White alpha 0.1

IRS (to 1year) 2.175% IRS (to 2year) 2.218%
IRS (to 3year) 2.280%

As shown in Table 3, in the case of 2in1 ELS, serial code using ICPC elapsed time was
approximately 55 seconds. However, Hybrid DLS result shows186.22 seconds in Table 7. It

TABLE 7. Elapsed Time for Serial Codes (Hybrid DLS)
Hybrid DLS Price Compiler / Elapsed Time(sec)

Sample mean 95% Confidence Interval ICPC
0.920115 [ 0.919527, 0.920703 ] 186.22
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takes a long time about 3.4 times than 2in1 ELS. This means that products computation works
are much bulky than simple 2-dimensional ELS.

We also execute the Hybrid DLS using MPI library and use the MPICC compiler. As we
mentioned in Table 4, when we use two and four cores, the elapsed time approximately is
reduced by half and a quarter, respectively, in Table 8. The elapsed time ratio ICPC/MPI is
about 3.81.

TABLE 8. Elapsed time using MPI library (Hybrid DLS)
Hybrid DLS Price Compiler / Elapsed Time(sec)

Sample mean 95% Confidence Interval MPICC (2-core) MPICC (4-core)
0.919963 [ 0.919375, 0.920551 ] 92.54 48.81

Table 9 is the final results for hybrid DLS pricing using CUDA.

TABLE 9. Elapsed time using CUDA (Hybrid DLS)
2in1 ELS Price Compiler / Elapsed Time(sec)

Sample mean 95% Confidence Interval NVCC 〈〈〈32, 1024〉〉〉
0.920541 [ 0.919953, 0.921129 ] 5.05

Finally, we depict the ratio of the run time between MPI(4-cores) and CUDA, as well as the
ratio of the run time between single CPU and CUDA in Figure 10.It shows that, the CUDA
result shows 36.88 times faster than the result of using single CPU and it is 9.67 times faster
than the result of using MPI(4-cores with NVCC compile). As in the previous example(2in1
ELS), the CUDA result show absolutely good performance.

FIGURE 10. CUDA Speedup (Hybrid DLS)

The Hybrid DLS we have used is a combination of a standard 2-dimensional step-down
ELS and CD range accrual DLS. So, this product has more complicated and massive problem.
When we use the parallel computing with CUDA, unlike relatively less massive 2in1 ELS,
hybrid DLS results show better performance.
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5. CONCLUSION

In financial world, the Monte-Carlo method is one of the popular and dominant compu-
tational algorithms to compute value of financial derivatives with complicated structures, to
predict risk factors. However, it is computationally too costly in terms of time. So, many
researchers have pointed out this drawback. To overcome it,parallel computing as the best
alternative way, has to be employed. In this work, we tested two of financial products using
parallel computing such as MPI, CUDA.

As previous studies [1, 2, 7, 13], even though their fields of study are all different, they
commonly concluded that Nvidia GPUs are well-suited for running large-scale Monte Carlo
simulations. In the brochure [14], they say GPUs make the difference in finance: firstly, faster
pricing enable us to get more revenue, secondly, more modeling is less risky, and lastly maxi-
mizing resources is to increase efficiency. Because of theseadvantages, NVidia GPU comput-
ing is used by many financial and computing software companies such as JP Morgan, MUREX,
SUNGARD, Hanweck, Global Valuation, MathWorks, and so on. In order to agree if they are
right or not, we have tested some of financial products. Then we finally concluded that the
NVidias CUDA as GPGPU technology shows greater performancecompare with others. In
comparison with simple ELS, hybrid DLS which is more complicated product showed more
good performance. The achieved speedup with respect to GPU computation is around 37 with
single GPU. This is good news that when we have to compute moremassive problems. Monte-
Carlo simulation by CUDA can be used to accelerate the heavy computation and must be very
suitable for implementing independent paths simulation inparallel. In order to meet the strin-
gent requirements of the financial market participants, we are clearly sure that use CUDA must
be considered in terms of low setup costs and computation speed. In terms of another positive
side, we can increase number of Monte-Carlo paths to enhanceaccuracy.

Lastly, since we have yet to explore utilizing shared memories and others for memory op-
timization, we hope that future work will utilize a variety of CUDA memories. In fact, we
should have utilized the shared memory which is hundreds of times faster than global memory.
And threads can cooperate via the shared memory. If we take advantage of this memory, our
performance will be maximized. Work in progress is to minimize the memory access time
between device and host so as to can be made faster. After completing threads and memories
optimization, personally in the near future, we would like to parallelize on multiple GPUs with
MPI for pricing other financial derivatives by using the Operator Splitting Method.
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ABSTRACT. We propose a projection-based analysis of a new hybridizable discontinuous Gale-
rkin method for second order elliptic equations. The methodis more advantageous than the
standard HDG method in a sense that the new method has higher-order accuracy and lower
computational cost, and is more flexible. Notable distinctions of our new method, when com-
pared to the standard HDG emthod, are that our method usesL2

−projection and suitable sta-
bilization parameter depending on a mesh size for superconvergence. We show that the error
for the solution of the equation converges with orderp + 2 when we only use polynomials of
degreep+1 as a finite element space without postprocessing. After establishing the theory, we
carry out numerical tests to demonstrate and ensure that theproposed method is effective and
accurate in practice.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we develop and analyze a new hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG)
method for second-order elliptic equations. To present themain idea of the method, we con-
sider the following elliptic equation with the homogeneousDirichlet boundary condition:

−∇ · (κ(x)∇u) = f(x) in Ω,
u = 0 on∂Ω,

(1.1)

whereΩ is a bounded polyhedron inRk with its boundary∂Ω, f ∈ L2(Ω), κ(x) ∈ L2(Ω), and
κ(x) ≥ κ0 > 0.

Finite element method(FEM) can be used as a efficient numerical technique for obtain-
ing physically relevant solution of the problem. Recently,we are interested in finite element
method with local mass conservation. The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method has been a
popular choice for conservative schemes [1, 2, 3]. Above this, the DG method has several
advantages over the continuous Galerkin (CG) method, see [4]. The DG method can be imple-
mented on general meshes and polynomials of arbitrary degree. The method also easily handles
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adaptivity (both mesh sizeh and degree of polynomialsp) in [5, 6] and leads to efficient par-
allelization in [7]. The DG method can be used to produce highly accurate discretization for
convection-diffusion equations in [8, 9] and can be appliedfor problems with unambiguous
boundary conditions. However, despite the listed advantages, the DG method has some practi-
cal shortcoming. The main issue is that the DG method gives larger globally coupled degrees
of freedom for the same mesh, since the boundary of element does not share the degree of
freedom. Thus, the DG method is more computationally costlycompared to the continuous
Galerkin method and/or finite difference schemes.

The standard hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method was recently introduced
and developed to overcome this issue. The HDG method resultsin an algebraic system that
involves only the degrees of freedom associated with the numerical traces of the field variables.
Since the numerical traces are only defined on the inter-element boundaries, degrees of freedom
are substantially reduced. As a result, the HDG method can significantly save computational
cost.

The standard HDG method was first introduced for second orderelliptic problems in [10,
11]. The error estimates based on a spacial projection were developed for elliptic problems in
[12]. Optimal convergence order for HDG methods were established in theL2-norm ofp + 1
if polynomials of degreep are used and the exact solution is smooth enough [13]. The choices
of stabilization parameter were numerically presented andanalyzed in the sense of the optimal
convergence order of numerical solutions [14, 15]. Based onthe optimal convergence and su-
perconvergence of HDG methods, local postprocessing was developed to getp+2 convergence
order of numerical solutions [13].

On the other hand, our HDG method improves the standard HDG method. First, our method
obtains(p+2)th convergence order by changing the value of the stabilization parameterτ with
polynomials of degreep + 1 as a finite element space, without using the local postprocessing.
For a given triangulationTh with maximum diameterh > 0, we can define the stability pa-
rameterτ = O(h−1) and derive the convergence order ofp + 2 of the solution of the elliptic
problem with polynomials of degreep + 1. Globally coupled degrees of freedom is higher
than those derived by the standard HDG method because the method requires polynomials
with degree one higher than those needed for the standard HDGmethod. However, we can
save time for computation for the local processing. Secondly, we can easily derive error esti-
mates for the problem with localL2-projection. In the standard HDG method, we use a local
HDG-projection with some assumptions to derive the error estimates. Our approach is more
general and easier to understand. Furthermore, by using themethod we can derive the errors
of solution. Based on these projection, we derive the error estimates for the solution (pressure)
u and velocityq.

The elliptic problem with constant coefficientκ are numerically tested on the proposed HDG
method. With this, we can observe the robustness of the convergence based on our new HDG
method. We also confirm that the convergence order of our HDG method equals to the order
derived from theoretical analysis, i.e., the convergence order of the pressureu is p + 2 when
we use polynomials of degreep+ 1 and the convergence order of velocityq is p+ 1 when we
use polynomials of degreep.
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The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we introduce some notations,
a new hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin method. We will also derive the solvability of the
method. In Section 3, we drive the error estimates for our method by usingL2 projection, not
HDG-projection. In Section 4, we present a numerical experiment and confirm our theoretical
analysis by documenting the error of our method. In the final section, we discuss the analysis
and the numerical result. The theoretical results are derived under the condition that the order
of convergence depends on the stabilization parameterτ . Based on the analysis and numerical
results we can conclude that our method gives practically valid results in using the stabilization
parameter depending on mesh size.

2. NOTATION, HDG METHOD, AND SOLVABILITY

We begin this section with presenting basic notations and hypotheses of meshes. We then
introduce our new HDG method for the problem (1.1). Finally,we derive the solvability of the
proposed method.

2.1. Notation. Let Th be a conforming, shape-regular simplicial triangulation of Ω. For any
elementT ∈ Th, ∂T is defined to be the set of the edges ofT whendim(T ) = 2, and the
set of the faces ofT whendim(T ) = 3, and denoted byF . Let ∂Th = ∪T∈Th

∂T . Let Eh
denote the set of all edges/faces of the triangulationTh, andE0

h be the set of all interior faces
of the triangulation. For any elementT ∈ Th, let hT be the diameter of elementT , and let
h = maxT∈Th

hT .
Throughout the paper, we will use the standard notations forSobolev spaces and their norms

on the domainΩ and their boundaries. For example,||v||s,Ω, |v|s,Ω, ||v||s,∂Ω, |v|s,∂Ω, s > 0,
denote the Sobolev norms and semi-norms onΩ and its boundary∂Ω. For an integers, the
Sobolev spaces are Hilbert spaces and the norms are defined bytheL2-norms of their weak
derivatives up to orders. For a non-integers, the spaces are defined by interpolation [16].
Whens = 0 we will use||v||Ω instead of||v||0,Ω.

2.2. HDG method. To apply the new Hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin method, we con-
sider the model problem (1.1) with homogeneous boundary condition in a mixed form:

αq +∇u = 0 in Ω,
∇ · q = f in Ω,

u = 0 on∂Ω,
(2.1)

whereq = −κ(x)∇u, andα(x) = κ(x)−1.
For any elementT ∈ Th and any faceF ∈ Eh, we define

V (T ) := (Pp(T ))k, W (T ) := Pp+1(T ), M(F ) := Pp(F ),

wherePp(D) denotes the set of polynomials of degree at mostp on aD. Now, we consider
the following finite element spaces:

V h := {v ∈ L2(Ω) : v|T ∈ V (T ) for all T ∈ Th},
Wh := {w ∈ L2(Ω) : w|T ∈ W (T ) for all T ∈ Th},
Mh := {µ ∈ L2(Eh) : µ|F ∈ M(F ) for all F ∈ Eh},
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whereL2(Ω) := (L2(Ω))k andL2(Eh) := ΠF∈Eh
L2(F ).

Remark 2.1. Note that unlike the standard HDG method, we define the finite element space
W (T ) with polynomials of degree at mostp + 1. As we will soon see, this will yield higher
accuracy (p+ 2 instead ofp+ 1) without any postprocessing.

For vector-valued functionsu,v ∈ (L2(D))k, we define(u,v)D =
∫

D
u · v. For scalar-

valued functionsu, v ∈ L2(D), let (u, v)D =
∫

D
uv, if the domainD is a subset ofRk. If ∂D

is inR
k−1, we define〈u, v〉∂D =

∫

∂D
uvds. Then, we introduce the following notation:

(w, v)Th =
∑

T∈∂Th
(w, v)T , 〈w, v〉∂Th =

∑

∂T∈∂Th
〈w, v〉∂T . (2.2)

With these finite element spaces and notations, we can get thefollowing HDG formulation:
Find (uh, qh, ûh) ∈ Wh × V h ×Mh such that

(αqh,v)Th − (uh,∇ · v)Th + 〈ûh,v · n〉∂Th = 0 ∀v ∈ V h,

−(qh,∇w)Th + 〈q̂h · n, w〉∂Th = (f,w)Th ∀w ∈ Wh,

〈q̂h · n, µ〉∂Th\∂Ω = 0 ∀µ ∈ Mh,

ûh = 0 on∂Ω.

(2.3)

We define the normal component of the numerical trace as follows :

q̂h · n = qh · n+ τ(P∂uh − ûh) (2.4)

whereP∂ is theL2−projection operator on the spaceMh.

Remark 2.2. In our method, to define the nomal component of the numerical trace (2.4), we
consider theL2−projection operator on the spaceMh because ofW (T )|F 6= M(F ).

2.3. Matrix formulation. For implementation, we insert the normal component of the numer-
ical trace in the third equation of (2.3), after some manipulations, obtain that(uh, qh, ûh) ∈
Wh × V h ×Mh is the solution of the following weak formulation.

a(qh,v)− b(uh,v) + c(ûh,v) = 0,
−b(w, qh)− d(P∂uh, w) + e(ûh, w) = −f(w),

c(µ, qh) + e(µ, P∂uh)− g(µ, ûh) = 0,
(2.5)

for all (w,v, µ) ∈ Wh × V h × Mh. Here, the bilinear forms and the linear functional are
defined by

a(q,v) = (αq , v)Th , b(u,v) = (u , ∇ · v)Th ,
c(û,v) = 〈û , v · n〉∂Th , d(u,w) = 〈w , τu〉∂Th ,

e(µ, u) = 〈µ , τu〉∂Th , g(µ, û) = 〈µ , τ û〉∂Th , f(w) = (f , w)Th ,

(2.6)

for all (u, q, û) and(w,v, µ) in Wh × V h ×Mh.
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The discretization of the system of equations (2.5) gives rise to the following matrix equation
:





A −BT CT

−B −D E

C ET G









Q

U
̂U



 = −





0
F

0



 (2.7)

HereQ,U and ̂U are vectors of degrees of freedom forqh, uh, and ûh, respectively. The
matrices in (2.7) correspond to the bilinear forms in (2.6) in the order they appear in the system
of equation (2.5).

Since the HDG method produces a final system in terms of globally coupled degrees of
freedom of the numerical tracêuh (or ̂U ) only, the first and second equation of (2.3) can be
used to remove bothqh anduh in an element by element sense. Then, we obtain a reduced
globally coupled matrix equation just for̂U :

K̂U = F (2.8)

where

K = −
[

C ET
]

[

A −BT

−B −D

]

−1 [
CT

E

]

+G,

and

F =
[

C ET
]

[

A −BT

−B −D

]

−1 [
0
F

]

By solving the matrix equation (2.8), we get the value of̂U . PlugginĝU back to the equation
(2.7), we obtainQ andU as below :

[

Q

U

]

=

[

A −BT

−B −D

]

−1([
0

−F

]

−
[

CT

E

]

̂U

)

.

2.4. Solvability of the HDG method. Next, we discuss the stability and solvability of the
HDG method. Under some conditions for the stabilization parameterτ , we derive the solvabil-
ity of the method.

Theorem 2.3. If τ > 0 on∂T for all T , then for anyf , the system(2.3)has a unique solution.

Proof. Note that the system (2.3) is the square system by (2.7). It isenough to show that the
homogeneous system( i.e.,f = 0) only has a trivial solution. Take(w,v, µ) = (uh, qh, ûh)
and by adding all equations, we get after some algebraic manipulation, we get

(αqh, qh)Th − 〈qh · n− q̂h · n, uh − ûh〉∂Th = 0.

By the definition of the numerical traces (2.4) and the property of local projection operatorP∂ ,
we have

(αqh, qh)Th + 〈τ(P∂uh − ûh), P∂uh − ûh〉∂Th = 0

and sinceτ > 0 we get
qh = 0, P∂uh − ûh = 0. (2.9)
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Also, the first equation of (2.3) becomes

−(uh,∇ · v)Th + 〈ûh,v · n〉∂Th = 0, for all v ∈ V h.

Now we take this over an elementT and by integrating by parts and using the property of local
projection operatorP∂ , we get

(∇uh,v)T + 〈ûh − P∂uh,v · n〉∂T = 0, for all v ∈ V (T ).

SinceP∂uh − ûh = 0, this becomes

(∇uh,v)T = 0 for all v ∈ V (T ).

By takingv = ∇uh, we conclude thatuh is piecewise constant on eachT . Since any interior
edgeF is shared by two neighboring elementsT+ andT−, uh = C. Sinceûh = 0 on∂Ω and
P∂uh − ûh = 0, uh, ûh, andC should all be zero. �

3. ERROR ANALYSIS

On each elementT, there exist localL2−projection operators

ΠW : H1(T ) → W (T ) and ΠV : Hdiv(T ) → V (T )

defined by:
(u,w)T = (ΠWu,w)T for all w ∈ W (T ),
(q,v)T = (ΠV q,v)T for all v ∈ V (T ).

3.1. Error equations. We begin by obtaining the error equations that will be used for the error
analysis. The main idea is to work with the following projection errors:

eq := ΠV q − qh, eu := ΠWu− uh, eû := P∂u− ûh.

Lemma 3.1. We have

(αeq,v)Th − (eu,∇ · v)Th + 〈eû,v · n〉∂Th = 0,

−(eq,∇w)Th + 〈q · n− q̂h · n, w〉∂Th = 0,

〈q · n− q̂h · n, µ〉∂Th = 0,

〈eû, µ〉∂Th = 0,

(3.1)

for all (w,v, µ) ∈ Wh × V h ×Mh.

Proof. The exact solution(u, q) obviously satisfies

(αq,v)Th − (u,∇ · v)Th + 〈u,v · n〉∂Th = 0,

−(q,∇w)Th + 〈q · n, w〉∂Th = (f,w),

〈q · n, µ〉∂Th = 0,

〈u, µ〉∂Th = 0,

for all (w,v, µ) ∈ Wh × V h ×Mh.
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By the definition of the projections(ΠV ,ΠW , P∂), we can get

(αΠV q,v)Th − (ΠWu,∇ · v)Th + 〈P∂u,v · n〉∂Th = 0,

−(ΠV q,∇w)Th + 〈q · n, w〉∂Th = (f,w),

〈q · n, µ〉∂Th = 0,

〈P∂u, µ〉∂Th = 0,

for all (w,v, µ) ∈ Wh×V h×Mh. Subtracting these equations defining the weak formulation
(2.3) from the above equation, respectively, we obtain the error equations of Lemma 3.1. �

Lemma 3.2. We have

eq · n− (q · n− q̂h · n) = ΠV q · n− q · n− τ(P∂eu − eû) + τP∂(ΠWu− u). (3.2)

Proof. By the normal component of the numerical trace (2.4), we have

eq · n− (q · n− q̂h · n) = ΠV q · n− qh · n− q · n+ qh · n+ τ(P∂uh − ûh)
= ΠV q · n− q · n+ τ(P∂uh − ûh).

Also, we get

P∂uh − ûh = P∂uh + P∂u− P∂u+ P∂ΠWu− P∂ΠWu− ûh
= (P∂u− ûh)− P∂(ΠWu− uh) + P∂(ΠWu− u)
= eû − P∂eu + P∂(ΠWu− u).

Therefore, we get the equation (3.2). �

3.2. Estimate for q − qh. We define the weightedL2−norm as following:9v92
α,Ω := (αv,v)Th and 9 w92

τ,∂Th
:= 〈τw,w〉∂Th . (3.3)

First we note the following standard estimates for the erroron any triangleT and edgy/face
F ⊂ ∂T .

Proposition 3.3. If u andq are smooth functions, then we have

‖u−ΠWu‖T ≤ Chk+2|u|k+2,T ,

‖q −ΠV q‖T ≤ Chk+1|q|k+1,T ,

‖q − P∂q‖F ≤ Chk+
1

2 |q|k+1,T .

(3.4)

Proof. See [17]. �

Lemma 3.4. We have9eq 92
α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû92

τ,∂Th
≤ S1 + S2 + S3, (3.5)

where
S1 := Cτ

1

2h−
1

2 ‖u−ΠWu‖Ω · 9P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th

S2 := Cτ−
1

2h−
1

2 ‖q −ΠV q‖Ω · 9P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th

S3 := Ch
1

2‖q − P∂q‖∂Th · ‖∇eu‖Ω.
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Proof. Takev = eq, w = eu, andµ = eû in error equations (3.1) and by Lemma 3.2, we have9eq 92
α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû92

τ,∂Th
= 〈q · n−ΠV q · n, eu − eû〉∂Th

+ 〈τ(P∂(u−ΠWu)), eu − eû〉∂Th .
Observe that

〈τ(P∂(u−ΠWu)), eu − eû〉∂Th = 〈τ(P∂(u−ΠWu)), P∂eu − eû〉∂Th
=

〈

τ
1

2 (u−ΠWu), τ
1

2 (P∂eu − eû)
〉

∂Th

≤ Cτ
1

2h−
1

2 ‖u−ΠWu‖Ω · 9P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th .

Also, we have

〈q · n−ΠV q · n, eu − eû〉∂Th = 〈q · n−ΠV q · n, P∂eu − eû〉∂Th
+ 〈q · n−ΠV q · n, eu − P∂eu〉∂Th .

Note that

〈q · n−ΠV q · n, P∂eu − eû〉∂Th ≤ Cτ−
1

2h−
1

2 ‖q −ΠV q‖Ω · 9P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th

and

〈q · n−ΠV q · n, eu − P∂eu〉∂Th = 〈q · n− P∂(q · n), eu − P∂eu〉∂Th
≤ Ch−

1

2‖q − P∂q‖∂Th · ‖eu − P∂eu‖Ω
≤ Ch

1

2 ‖q − P∂q‖∂Th · ‖∇eu‖Ω.
Therefore, we get the inequality (3.5). �

Lemma 3.5. We have

‖∇eu‖Ω ≤ C
(9eq 9α,Ω +τ−

1

2h−
1

2‖P∂eu − eû‖τ,∂Th
)

. (3.6)

Proof. By the first equation of error equation (3.1) and integrationby parts, we have

(αeq,v)Th + (∇eu,v)Th + 〈eû − eu,v · n〉∂Th = 0.

Takev = ∇eu. Then, we get

‖∇eu‖2Ω = −(αeq,∇eu)Th + 〈eu − eû,∇eu · n〉∂Th
= −(αeq,∇eu)Th + 〈P∂eu − eû,∇eu · n〉∂Th
≤ C 9 eq 9α,Ω ‖∇eu‖Ω + τ−

1

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th Ch−
1

2 ‖∇eu‖Ω.
Therefore, we have

‖∇eu‖Ω ≤ C 9 eq 9α,Ω +Cτ−
1

2h−
1

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th .

�

Theorem 3.6. We have9eq 9α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th ≤ Cτ
1

2hk+
3

2 |u|k+2,Ω

+ Cτ−
1

2hk+
1

2 |q|k+1,Ω + Chk+1|q|k+1,Ω.
(3.7)
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Proof. By Lemmas 3.4, 3.5 and Proposition 3.3, we have

S1 = Cτ
1

2h−
1

2‖u−ΠWu‖Ω · 9P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th

≤ Cτ
1

2hk+
3

2 |u|k+2,Ω · 9P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th

≤ Cτ
1

2hk+
3

2 |u|k+2,Ω · (9eq 9α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th) ,

S2 = Cτ−
1

2h−
1

2‖q −ΠV q‖Ω · 9P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th

≤ Cτ−
1

2hk+
1

2 |q|k+1,Ω · 9P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th

≤ Cτ−
1

2hk+
1

2 |q|k+1,Ω · (9eq 9α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th) ,

and

S3 = Ch
1

2 ‖q − P∂q‖∂Th · ‖∇eu‖Ω
≤ Chk+1|q|k+1,Ω ·

(9eq 9α,Ω +τ−
1

2h−
1

2 9 P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th

)

≤ Chk+1|q|k+1,Ω · (9eq 9α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th)

+Cτ−
1

2hk+
1

2 |q|k+1,Ω · (9eq 9α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th) .

Therefore, we have9eq 9α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th ≤ Cτ
1

2hk+
3

2 |u|k+2,Ω + Cτ−
1

2hk+
1

2 |q|k+1,Ω

+Chk+1|q|k+1,Ω.

�

Corollary 3.7. If τ = O
(

h−1
)

, then we have9eq 9α,Ω + 9 P∂eu − eû9τ,∂Th ≤ Chk+1 (|u|k+2,Ω + |q|k+1,Ω) . (3.8)

Remark 3.8. It is important to note that the stabilization parameterτ of the above Corollary
depends on a mesh size, i.e.,τ = O(h−1). When we choose the value depending on a mesh size
O(h−1) as the stabilization parameterτ , we achieve the consistent order of convergence. If
this is not the case, the order of convergence is inconsistent since the order of the stabilization
parameterτ varies according to right-hand side terms from Theorem 3.6.

3.3. Estimate for u − uh. Next, we derive the result regarding the erroru − uh. It is valid
under a typical elliptic regularity property. Let(θ, φ) be the solution of the following dual
problem :

αθ +∇φ = 0, in Ω
∇ · θ = eu, in Ω

φ = 0 on ∂Ω.
(3.9)

We assume that we have fullH2−regularity,

‖φ‖2,Ω + ‖θ‖1,Ω ≤ C‖eu‖Ω, (3.10)

whereC only depends on the domainΩ.
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Lemma 3.9. Assume that theH2−regularity (3.10)holds. Then, we have

(eu, eu)Th = T1 + T2 − T3, (3.11)

where
T1 = −(αeq,θ −ΠV θ)Th ,
T2 = 〈eu − eû,θ · n−ΠV θ · n〉∂Th ,
T3 = 〈eq · n− (q · n− q̂h · n), P∂φ−ΠWφ〉

∂Th
.

Proof. By the second equation of dual problem (3.9) and integratingby parts, we get

(eu, eu)Th = (eu,∇ · θ)Th
= (eu,∇ · θ)Th − (eq, αθ)Th − (eq,∇φ)Th
= (eu,∇ ·ΠV θ)Th − (eq, αΠV θ)Th − (eq,∇ΠWφ)Th

+(eu,∇(θ −ΠV θ))Th − (eq, α(θ −ΠV θ))Th − (eq,∇(φ−ΠWφ))Th
= 〈eû,ΠV θ · n〉∂Th − 〈q · n− q̂h · n,ΠWφ〉∂Th + (eu,∇ · (θ −ΠV θ))Th

−(αeq,θ −ΠV θ)Th − (eq,∇(φ−ΠWφ))Th .

We observe that

〈eû,θ · n〉∂Th = 0 and 〈q · n− q̂h · n, P∂φ〉∂Th = 0.

Integrating by parts and the above result lead us to concludethat

T2 − T3 = 〈eû,ΠV θ · n〉∂Th − 〈q · n− q̂h · n,ΠWφ〉∂Th
+(eu,∇ · (θ −ΠV θ))Th − (eq,∇(φ−ΠWφ))Th

= 〈eû,ΠV θ · n〉∂Th − 〈q · n− q̂h · n,ΠWφ〉∂Th
+ 〈eu,θ · n−ΠV θ · n〉∂Th − 〈eq · n, P∂φ−ΠWφ〉

∂Th
= 〈eu − eû,θ · n−ΠV θ · n〉∂Th

−〈eq · n− (q · n− q̂h · n), P∂φ−ΠWφ〉∂Th .
�

Lemma 3.10. Assume that theH2−regularity (3.10)holds. Then, we have

|T1| ≤ Ch 9 eq 9α,Ω ·‖eu‖Ω,
|T2| ≤ Ch 9 eq 9α,Ω ·‖eu‖Ω + Cτ−

1

2h
1

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th ·‖eu‖Ω,
|T3| ≤ Chk+2|q|k+1,Ω · ‖eu‖Ω + Cτ

1

2h
3

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th ·‖eu‖Ω
+Cτhk+3|u|k+2,Ω · ‖eu‖Ω.

(3.12)

Proof. We will estimate|T1|, |T2|, and|T3| separately, by using results from Lemma 3.9. First
we estimate|T1|.

|T1| = |(αeq,θ −ΠV θ)Th | ≤ C 9 eq 9α,Ω ·‖θ −ΠV θ‖Ω
≤ Ch 9 eq 9α,Ω ·‖θ‖1,Ω ≤ Ch 9 eq 9α,Ω ·‖eu‖Ω.

Next, we estimate of|T2|.

|T2| =
∣

∣

∣
〈eu − eû,θ · n−ΠV θ · n〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣

≤
∣

∣

∣
〈P∂eu − eû,θ · n−ΠV θ · n〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣
+

∣

∣

∣
〈eu − P∂eu,θ · n−ΠV θ · n〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣
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Observe that
∣

∣

∣
〈P∂eu − eû,θ · n−ΠV θ · n〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣
≤ Cτ−

1

2h−
1

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th ·‖θ −ΠV θ‖Ω
≤ Cτ−

1

2h
1

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th ·‖θ‖1,Ω
≤ Cτ−

1

2h
1

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th ·‖eu‖Ω,
and

∣

∣

∣
〈eu − P∂eu,θ · n−ΠV θ · n〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣
=

∣

∣

∣
〈eu − P∂eu,θ · n− P∂(θ · n)〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣

≤ Ch−1‖eu − P∂eu‖Ω · ‖θ −ΠV θ‖Ω
≤ C‖eu − P∂eu‖Ω · ‖θ‖1,Ω
≤ Ch‖∇eu‖Ω · ‖eu‖Ω
≤ Ch 9 eq 9α,Ω ·‖eu‖Ω

+Cτ−
1

2h
1

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th ·‖eu‖Ω.
Then, we get the second inequality. By Lemma 3.2, we have

T3 = 〈ΠV q · n− q · n− τ(P∂eu − eû) + τ(ΠWu− u), P∂φ−ΠWφ〉∂Th
= 〈ΠV q · n− q · n− τ(P∂eu − eû) + τ(ΠWu− u), φ−ΠWφ〉∂Th

+ 〈ΠV q · n− q · n− τ(P∂eu − eû) + τ(ΠWu− u), P∂φ− φ〉∂Th .
Observe that

∣

∣

∣
〈ΠV q · n− q · n, φ−ΠWφ〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣
=

∣

∣

∣
〈P∂(q · n)− q · n, φ−ΠWφ〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣

≤ ‖q − P∂q‖∂Th · ‖φ−ΠWφ‖∂Th
≤ Chk+

1

2 |q|k+1,Ω · h 3

2 ‖φ‖2,Ω
≤ Chk+2|q|k+1,Ω · ‖eu‖Ω,

∣

∣

∣
〈τ(P∂eu − eû), φ−ΠWφ〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣
≤ Cτ

1

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th ·‖φ−ΠWφ‖∂Th
≤ Cτ

1

2h
3

2 9 P∂eu − eû 9τ,∂Th ·‖eu‖Ω,
and

∣

∣

∣
〈τ(ΠWu− u), φ−ΠWφ〉∂Th

∣

∣

∣
≤ Cτ‖ΠWu− u‖∂Th · ‖φ−ΠWφ‖∂Th
≤ Cτhk+

3

2 |u|k+2,Ω · h 3

2‖φ‖2,Ω
≤ Cτhk+3|u|k+2,Ω · ‖eu‖Ω.

Since‖P∂φ−φ‖∂Th ≤ h
3

2‖eu‖Ω, by combining the above estimates, we get the desired result.
�

Theorem 3.11. Assume that theH2−regularity (3.10)holds. Then, we have

‖eu‖Ω ≤ C
(

τ
1

2hk+
5

2 + τhk+3 + hk+2
)

|u|k+2,Ω

+C
(

τ−
1

2hk+
3

2 + τ−1hk+1 + τ
1

2hk+
5

2 + hk+2
)

|q|k+1,Ω.
(3.13)
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Proof. By the Lemma 3.9, 3.10 and Theorem 3.6, we automatically get the inequality. �

As a consequence of Theorem 3.11, we immediately have the following estimate foreu:

Corollary 3.12. Assume that theH2−regularity (3.10)holds. Ifτ = O
(

h−1
)

, then we have

‖eu‖Ω ≤ Chk+2 (|u|k+2,Ω + |q|k+1,Ω) . (3.14)

Remark 3.13. Note that the main advantage of the proposed HDG method is superconvergence
of problems without a local postprocessing. Achievement ofthis goal depends on the value of
stabilization parameterτ in Corollary 3.12. When we choose the value depending on a mesh
size,O(h−1), as the stabilization parameterτ , we achieve the(p + 2)th convergence order of
the problem without the local postprocessing. However, when other values are choosen, the
superconvergence may not be guaranteed.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present a numerical example to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency
of the proposed HDG method. We are mainly interested on the order of convergence when a
mesh sizeh is refined. We study the error behavior originated from selecting of the stabilization
parameterτ .

We consider a numerical example in two dimensions. Similarly, extending the result to three
dimensions is simple. We also generate a structured triangulation withnth subintervals in each
coordinate direction. We consider the following finite element spaces in order to apply the
proposed HDG method.V h consists of piecewise linear, discontinuous functions onTh, Mh of
piecewise linear, discontinuous functions inEh, andWh of piecewise quadratic, discontinuous
onTh.

Example 4.1. We consider the domainΩ = (0, 1)2, withα = 1 andτ = h−1. The source term
f(x, y) = −2x(x− 1)− 2y(y − 1) is selected in such a way that

u(x, y) = xy(x− 1)(y − 1)

is the exact solution of(1.1).

Table 1 shows the convergence rates of the Example 4.1. The order of convergence for
velocityq in weightedL2−norm is two and the those for pressureu in L2−norm is three. This
matches well with the prediction in Corollaries 3.7 and 3.12.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce a new hybrid discontinuous Galerkin method for solving elliptic
equations. Comparing with the standard HDG method, the proposed HDG method is advanta-
geous in three different aspects. First of all, under the framework of weak formulation, weak
formulation in our method just changes the finite element space Wh with polynomials with
degree one higher than those used in the standard HDG method and the numerical component
of the numerical trace considering projection operator on theMh. Despite this advantage, we
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TABLE 1. The order of convergence forτ = h−1

‖q − qh‖Ω ‖u− uh‖Ω
h Error Order Error Order
1/8 0.0227 —– 0.0023 —–
1/16 0.0056 2.019 2.8434e-04 3.015
1/32 0.0014 2.000 3.5487e-05 3.002
1/64 3.4963e-04 2.001 4.4330e-06 3.000
1/128 8.7377e-05 2.000 5.5397e-07 3.000

retain the merit of the standard HDG method such as reductionof degree of freedom and flex-
ibility since the changes we made do not affect the advantageof the standard HDG method.
Secondly, in high order accuracy, the standard HDG method requires a local postprocessing
for superconvergence, while our HDG method only needs to change the stabilization parame-
ter. Finally, error estimates can be derive by using localL2−projecton when we perform error
analysis. In short, projection based analysis in our proposed method is both easier and more
convenient than the HDG-projection for the standard HDG method. Our numerical examples
and error analysis further demonstrate high order accuracy.
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ABSTRACT. Finite element method has been applied to solve the fundamental governing equa-
tions of natural convective, electrically conducting, incompressible fluid flow past an infinite
vertical plate surrounded by porous medium in presence of thermal radiation, viscous dissipa-
tion, Soret and Dufour effects. In this research work, the results of coupled partial differential
equations are found numerically by applying finite element technique. The sway of significant
parameters such as Soret number, Dufour number, Grashof number for heat and mass transfer,
Magnetic field parameter, Thermal radiation parameter, Permeability parameter on velocity,
temperature and concentration evaluations in the boundarylayer region are examined in detail
and the results are shown in graphically. Furthermore, the effect of these parameters on local
skin friction coefficient, local Nusselt number and Sherwood numbers is also investigated. A
very good agreement is noticed between the present results and previous published works in
some limiting cases.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Literature Review of Natural Convection. Natural convection flow encouraged by ther-
mal and solutal buoyancy forces acting over bodies with different geometries in a fluid soaked
porous medium is prevalent in many natural phenomena and hasassorted and wide range of
industrial applications. For example, in atmospheric flows, the occurrence of water or pure air
is impossible because some foreign mass may be present either logically or mixed with air or
water due to industrial productions. Natural processes such as vaporization of mist and fog,
photosynthesis, drying of porous solids, reduction of toxic waste in water bodies, transpiration,
sea-wind pattern (where upward convection is modified by Coriolis forces) and formation of
ocean currents [1] happens due to thermal and solutal buoyancy forces urbanized as a result of
difference in concentration or temperature or a combination of these two. Such configuration
is also encountered in several practical systems for industry placed applications viz. cooling
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of molten metals, insulation systems, petroleum reservoirs, heat exchanger devices, chemical
catalytic reactors, filtration and processes, nuclear waste repositories, desert coolers, frost for-
mation in vertical channels, wet bulb thermometers etc. A numerical study was Garoosi et al.
[2] carried out concerning natural and mixed convection heat transfer of nanofluid in a two-
dimensional square cavity with numerous pairs of heat source-sinks. In this research, authors
solved two-dimensional Navier–Stokes, energy and volume fraction equations by applying the
finite volume method. Garoosi et al. [3] studied heat transfer natural convection of nanofluid
in a two-dimensional square cavity containing numerous pairs of heater and coolers (HACs)
using finite volume discretization method. Free convectiveheat and mass transfer in a steady
two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic fluid flow over a stretching vertical surface embedded
in porous medium was studied by Rashidi et al. [4] using homotopy analysis method. The ef-
fect of non-uniform magnetic field on nanofluid forced convection heat transfer in a lid driven
semi-annulus was discussed by Sheikholeslami et al. [5]. Inthis paper, authors used control
volume based finite element method to solve the governing equations in the form of stream
function-vorticity formulation for the thermophoresis and Brownian motion effects are taken
into account. Rashidi et al. [6] studied the effect of magnetic field on natural convection sur-
face boundary condition over a flat plate applying the one parameter group method. Rashidi
et al. [7] discussed the natural convection flow of an incompressible third grade fluid between
two parallel plates. In this paper, the governing equationsof the flow were reduced to a set
of nonlinear ordinary differential equations and the resulting nonlinear ordinary differential
equations were solved by multi-step differential transform method. Heat transfer by simulta-
neous natural convection and radiation through an optically thick fluid over a heated vertical
plate have been studied by Kang Cao and John Baker [8] with first-order momentum and ther-
mal non-continuum boundary conditions. The influences of cooled auxiliary plate positions
along the centerline of a vertical channel on combined natural convective in air and radiative
heat transfer were investigated by Andreozzi and Man [9]. Adesanya et al. [10] investigated
the free convective magneto hydrodynamic fluid flow through achannel with time periodic
boundary condition with the effect of Joule dissipation.

1.2. Literature Review of Viscous Dissipation. The impact of viscous dissipation acting an
important role in natural convective flows in various devices which are focused to large deceler-
ation or which activate at high rotational speeds and also instrong gravitational field processes
on large planets, geological processes and in nuclear engineering in association with the cooling
of reactors. Fluid flow of natural convection is often encountered in cooling of nuclear reactors
or in the study of the structure of stars and planets (Srinivasa Raju [11]). Great importance of
temperature and heat transfer study has great importance tothe engineers because of its almost
universal happening in many branches of science and engineering. It is also essential to study
the heat transfer from an asymmetrical surface because irregular surfaces are often nearby in
many functions, such as radiator, heat exchangers and heat transfer enhancement devices. Siva-
iah and Srinivasa Raju [11] studied the effect of Hall current on heat and mass transfer viscous
dissipative fluid flow with heat source using finite element method. Ganga et al. [12] was inves-
tigated the effects of viscous and Ohmic dissipation on steady mathematically two-dimensional
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radiative boundary-layer flow of a incompressible and electrically conducting nanofluid over a
vertical plate internal heat generation/absorption. An unsteady, two-dimensional, hydromag-
netic, laminar free convective boundary-layer flow of an electrically conducting, newtonian, in-
compressible and radiating fluid past an infinite heated vertical porous plate with heat and mass
transfer was analyzed by Ramachandra Prasad and Bhaskar Reddy [13] taking into account the
impact of viscous dissipation. The effect of radiation on two-dimensional free convective MHD
flow of incompressible fluid occupied in a porous medium between two vertical wavy walls in
presence of temperature dependent heat source was investigated by Dada and Disu [14]. In this
research paper authors was assumed the flow consists of a meanpart and a perturbed part. The
resultant differential equations were solved by Differential Transform Method (DTM). The free
convection heat with mass transfer for MHD non-Newtonian Eyring-Powell flow embedded in
a porous medium, over an infinite vertical plate was studied by Eldabe [15] taking into account
the effects of both viscous dissipation and heat source. Micropolar fluid behaviour on steady
MHD mass transfer with free convection through a porous medium with constant heat and
mass fluxes have been studied numerically by Haque et al. [16]. Pal and Talukdar [17] studied
the effect of thermal radiation on an unsteady hydromagnetic convective heat and mass trans-
fer for a viscous fluid past a semi-infinite vertical moving plate embedded in a porous media
in the attendance of heat absorption and first-order chemical reaction of the species by using
Perturbation technique. MHD boundary layer flow and heat transfer of a fluid with variable
viscosity through a porous medium towards a stretching sheet by taking in to the effects of
viscous dissipation in presence of heat source/sink was discussed by Dessie and Kishan [18].
Raju et al. [19] dealt with a steady MHD forced convective flowof a viscous fluid of finite
depth in a saturated porous medium over a fixed horizontal channel with thermally insulated
and impermeable bottom wall in the presence of viscous dissipation and joule heating. Reddy
[20] studied the effects of thermal radiation, viscous dissipation, and Hall current effects on
the hydromagnetic convection flow of an electrically conducting, viscous, incompressible fluid
past over a stretching vertical flat plate.

1.3. Literature Review of Soret and Dufour Effects. When heat and mass transfer arise con-
currently in a moving fluid, the relations between the fluxes and the motivating potentials are
of a more come together nature. Hence an energy flux can be created not only by concentra-
tion gradients but also by temperature gradients. The energy flux caused by a concentration
gradient is named the diffusion thermo (Dufour) effect. On the extra hand, mass fluxes can
also be produced by temperature gradients and this signifiesthe thermal diffusion (Soret) ef-
fect. In the majority of the studies connected to heat and mass transfer processes, the effects
of Soret and Dufour are disregarded on the basis that they areof a lesser order of magnitude
than the effects showed by Fourier’s and Fick’s laws. The Soret effect, for example, has been
employed for isotope separation and in mixture connecting gases with very light molecular
weight (Hydrogen or Helium) and of medium molecular weight (Nitrogen or Air). The Dufour
effect was established to be of order of extensively magnitude such that it cannot be unnoticed
(Eckeret and Drake [21]). Rashidi et al. [22] investigated the combined effects viscous dis-
sipation and Ohmic heating on steady MHD convective and slipflow due to a rotating disk
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in presence of thermal diffusion and diffusion thermo via HAM. Sheri and Raju [23] stud-
ied the influence of Soret on an unsteady magnetohydrodynamics free convective flow past a
semi-infinite vertical plate in the presence viscous dissipation. The results of thermal radiation
and heat source on an unsteady MHD free convective fluid flow over an infinite vertical plate
in occurrence of thermal-diffusion and diffusion-thermo were discussed by Raju et al. [24].
Rashidi and Erfani [25] studied the effects of thermal-diffusion and diffusion-thermo on com-
bined heat and mass transfer of a steady magnetohydrodynamic convective and slip flow due
to a rotating disk with viscous dissipation and Ohmic heating. The homotopy analysis method
with two auxiliary parameters was employed by Rashidi et al.[26] to examined the effects of
Soret and Dufour on a steady two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic viscoelastic fluid flow
over a stretching vertical surface in presence of heat and mass transfer. The effects of Soret and
Dufour effects with heat and mass transfer on the steady, laminar mixed convection flow along
a semi-infinite vertical plate surrounded in a micropolar fluid snowed under non-Darcy porous
medium in presence of heat and mass flux conditions were investigated by Srinivasacharya
and RamReddy [27]. Double-diffusive natural convection with Soret and Dufour effects in a
square cavity filled with non-Newtonian power-law fluid has been simulated by finite differ-
ence Lattice Boltzmann method while entropy generations through fluid friction, heat transfer,
and mass transfer were analyzed by Kefayati [28].

Based the above study, it can be said that, the Dufour and Soret effects on unsteady MHD
free convective heat and mass transfer past an infinite vertical plate entrenched in a porous
medium in the presence of thermal radiation. Hence, the purpose of this paper is to extend
Prasad and Reddy [13] to study the more general problem whichcontains thermal radiation,
Soret and Dufour on unsteady magnetohydrodynamic free convective flow past an infinite verti-
cal plate. The momentum, thermal and solutal boundary layergoverning equations are changed
into a set of partial differential equations and then solvedusing finite element technique. The
effects of a variety of governing parameters on the velocity, temperature, and concentration
profiles including local Nusselt number and local Sherwood number are presented graphically
and the local skin-friction coefficient in tabular form.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Unsteady flow of a radiating, incompressible, viscous fluid flow past an infinite vertical plate
entrenched in porous medium with time-dependent suction inan optically thin environment in
presence of viscous dissipation is considered. The physical representation and the coordinate
system is shown in Fig. 1. For this investigation, the following assumptions are made:

(1) Thex′-axis is taken beside the vertical infinite plate embedded inporous medium in
the upward direction and they′-axis normal to the plate.

(2) At time t′ = 0, the plate is preserved at a temperatureT ′

w, which is high enough to
instigate radiative heat transfer.

(3) A stable magnetic fieldH
′2
o is sustained in they′-direction and the plate moves homo-

geneously along the positivex′-direction with velocityU0.
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FIGURE 1. The physical representation and coordinate system of theproblem.

(4) The fluid is supposed to be a slight conducting and hence the magnetic Reynolds num-
ber is lesser than unity and the induced magnetic field is small in comparison with the
transverse magnetic field.

(5) It is further supposed that there is no applied voltage, as the electric field is absent.

Boussinesq’s approximation the flow is reserved under the above assumptions by the following
equations (Prasad and Reddy [13]):

Equation of continuity
∂w′

∂y′
= 0 (2.1)

Momentum equation
[

∂u′

∂t′

]

+ w′

[

∂u′

∂y′

]

= ν

[

∂2u′

∂y′2

]

−
[

µ2eσCH
′2
0

ρ

]

(

u′ − U ′
)

−
[ ν

K ′

]

(

u′ − U ′
)

+ gβ
(

T ′ − T ′

∞

)

+ gβ∗
(

C ′ − C ′

∞

)

+
∂U ′

∂t′
(2.2)

Energy equation
[

∂T ′

∂t′

]

+w′

[

∂T ′

∂y′

]

=
κ

ρcP

[

∂2T ′

∂y′2

]

− 1

ρcP

[

∂q′

∂y′

]

+
ν

cP

[

(

∂u′

∂y′

)2
]

+
DmkT

cScP

[

∂2C ′

∂y′2

]

(2.3)

Equation of radiative heat flux

∂2q′

∂y′2
− 3α2q′ − 16α σ∗ T

′3
∞

∂T ′

∂y′
= 0 (2.4)

Species diffusion equation
[

∂C ′

∂t′

]

+w′

[

∂C ′

∂y′

]

= D

[

∂2C ′

∂y′2

]

+
DmkT

Tm

[

∂2T ′

∂y′2

]

(2.5)
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The corresponding boundary conditions are

t′ ≤ 0 : u′ = 0, T
′ = T ′

∞
, C ′ = C ′

∞
for all y′

t′ > 0 :

{

u′ = 0, T
′ = T ′

w, C
′ = C ′

w at y′ = 0

u′ = U ′(t′) = w′

0

(

1 + ε eiω
′t′
)

, T ′ → T ′

∞
, C ′ → C ′

∞
asy′ → ∞















(2.6)

Since the fluid is optically thin with a moderately low density andα (absorption coefficient)
<< 1, the radiative heat flux given by equation (2.4) in the strength of Cogley et al. [29]
becomes

∂q′

∂y′
= 4α2

(

T ′ − T ′

∞

)

(2.7)

whereα2 =

∫

∞

0
Kλw

(

∂B

∂T ′

)

dλ.

Further, from Eq. (2.1) it is clear thatw′ is a constant or a function of time only and so we
assume

w′ = −w′

0

(

1 + εAeω
′t′
)

(2.8)

Such thatεA ≪ 1, and the negative sign designates that the suction velocity is towards
the plate. In order to write the governing equations and the boundary conditions in non-
dimensional form, the following non-dimensional quantities are introduced:

y =
w′

0y
′

ν
, ω =

4νω′

w
′2
0

, t =
w

′2
0 t

′

4ν
, u =

u′

U0
, U =

U ′

U0
, θ =

T ′ − T ′

∞

T ′

w − T ′

∞

,

Pr =
ρνcp

κ
, Gr =

gβν (T ′

w − T ′

∞
)

U0w
′2
0

, Gc =
gβ∗ν (C ′

w − C ′

∞
)

U0w
′2
0

, R2 =
ν4α2

ρcPw
′2
0

,

M2 =
νµ2eσCH

′2
0

ρw
′2
0

, χ2 =
ν2

K ′w
′2
0

, Sr =
DmkT (T ′

w − T ′

∞
)

νTm (C ′

w − C ′

∞
)
,

Sc =
ν

D
, Ec =

U2
o

cP (T ′

w − T ′

∞
)
, Du =

DmkT (C ′

w − C ′

∞
)

νcScP (T ′

w − T ′

∞
)
, ϕ =

C ′ − C ′

∞

C ′

w − C ′

∞



















































(2.9)

In view of Eqs. (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5) reduce to the following
non-dimensional form

Momentum equation

1

4

∂u

∂t
−
(

1 + εA eωt
) ∂u

∂y
=

1

4

∂U

∂t
+
∂2u

∂y2
− (M2 + χ2)(u− U) +Grθ +Gcϕ (2.10)

Energy equation

1

4

∂θ

∂t
−
(

1 + εA eωt
) ∂θ

∂y
=

1

Pr

(

∂2θ

∂y2
−R2

)

+ (Du)

(

∂2ϕ

∂y2

)

+ (Ec)

(

∂u

∂y

)2

(2.11)

Species diffusion equation

1

4

∂ϕ

∂t
−

(

1 + εA eωt
) ∂ϕ

∂y
=

1

Sc

∂2ϕ

∂y2
+ (Sr)

(

∂2θ

∂y2

)

(2.12)
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Equations (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) are now subject to the boundary conditions

t ≤ 0 : u = 0, θ = 0, ϕ = 0 for all y

t > 0 :

{

u = 0, θ = 1, ϕ = 1 on y = 0
u→ 1 + εeωt, θ → 0, ϕ→ 0 asy → ∞







(2.13)

The mathematical statement of the problem is now complete and embodies the solution of
Eqs. (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) focus to boundary conditions(2.13). The skin-friction, Nusselt
number and Sherwood number are important material parameters for this type of boundary
layer flow. The skin-friction at the plate, which in the non-dimensional form is given by

Cf =
τ ′w
ρUoν

=

(

∂u

∂y

)

y=0

(2.14)

The rate of heat transfer coefficient, which in the non-dimensional form in terms of the Nusselt
number is given by

Nu = −x

(

∂T ′

∂y′

)

y′=0

T ′

w − T ′

∞

⇒ NuRe−1
x = −

(

∂θ

∂y

)

y=0

(2.15)

The rate of mass transfer coefficient, which in the non-dimensional form in terms of the Sher-
wood number, is given by

Sh = −x

(

∂C′

∂y′

)

y′=0

C ′

w −C ′

∞

⇒ ShRe−1
x = −

(

∂ϕ

∂y

)

y=0

(2.16)

whereRex = Uox/ν is the local Reynolds number.

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION BY FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUE & STUDY OF GRID

INDEPENDENCE

3.1. Finite Element Technique. The finite element procedure (FEM) is a numerical and com-
puter based method of solving a collection of practical engineering problems that happen in
different fields such as, in heat transfer, fluid mechanics [30], chemical processing [31], rigid
body dynamics [32], solid mechanics [33], and many other fields. It is recognized by devel-
opers and consumers as one of the most influential numerical analysis tools ever devised to
analyze complex problems of engineering. The superiority of the method, its accuracy, sim-
plicity, and computability all make it a widely used apparatus in the engineering modeling and
design process. It has been applied to a number of substantial mathematical models, whose dif-
ferential equations are solved by converting them into a matrix equation. The primary feature
of FEM ([34] and [35]) is its ability to describe the geometryor the media of the problem being
analyzed with huge flexibility. This is because the discretization of the region of the problem is
performed using highly flexible uniform or non uniform pieces or elements that can easily de-
scribe complex shapes. The method essentially consists in assuming the piecewise continuous
function for the results and getting the parameters of the functions in a manner that reduces the
fault in the solution. The steps occupied in the finite element analysis areas follows.
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Step 1: Discretization of the Domain: The fundamental concept of the FEM is to divide
the region of the problem into small connected pieces, called finite elements. The group of
elements is called the finite element mesh. These finite elements are associated in a non over-
lapping manner, such that they completely cover the entire space of the problem.

Step 2: Invention of the Element Equations:
(1) A representative element is secluded from the mesh and the variational formulation of

the given problem is created over the typical element.
(2) Over an element, an approximate solution of the variational problem is invented, and

by surrogating this in the system, the element equations aregenerated.
(3) The element matrix, which is also known as stiffness matrix, is erected by using the

element interpolation functions.

Step 3: Assembly of the Element Equations: The algebraic equations so achieved are
assembled by imposing the inter element continuity conditions. This yields a large number of
mathematical equations known as the global finite element model, which governs the whole
domain.

Step 4: Imposition of the Boundary Conditions: On the accumulated equations, the
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions (2.13) are imposed.

Step 5: Solution of Assembled Equations: The assembled equations so obtained can be
solved by any of the numerical methods, namely, Gauss elimination technique, LU decompo-
sition technique, and the final matrix equation can be solvedby iterative technique. For com-
putational purposes, the coordinatey is varied from0 to ymax = 10, whereymax represents
infinity i.e., external to the momentum, energy and concentration edge layers.

3.2. Variational formulation. The variational formulation connected with Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12)
over a typical two-nodded linear element(ye, ye+1) is given by

∫ ye+1

ye

w1

[

∂u

∂t
−B

∂u

∂y
− ∂U

∂t
− 4

∂2u

∂y2
− 4(Gr)θ − 4(Gc)ϕ −N (U − u)

]

dy = 0 (3.1)

∫ ye+1

ye

w2

[

∂θ

∂t
−B

∂θ

∂y
− 4

Pr

∂2θ

∂y2
+

4

Pr
R2 − 4Du

∂2ϕ

∂y2
− 4Ec

∂u

∂y

2]

dy = 0 (3.2)

∫ ye+1

ye

w3

[

∂ϕ

∂t
−B

∂ϕ

∂y
− 4

Sc

∂2ϕ

∂y2
− 4Sr

∂2θ

∂y2

]

dy = 0 (3.3)

whereB = 4
(

1 + εAent
)

, N = 4
(

M2 + χ2
)

andw1, w2, w3 are arbitrary test functions
and may be viewed as the variation inu, θ andϕ respectively. After dropping the order of
integration and non-linearity, we appear at the following system of equations.

∫ ye+1

ye

[

(w1)
(

∂u
∂t

)

−B (w1)
(

∂u
∂y

)

+ 4
(

∂w1

∂y

)(

∂u
∂y

)

+N (w1) u− 4 (Gr) (w1) θ

−4 (Gc) (w1)ϕ−N (w1)U − ∂U
∂t

(w1)

]

dy

−
[

4 (w1)

(

∂u

∂y

)]ye+1

ye

= 0 (3.4)
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∫ ye+1

ye





(w2)
(

∂θ
∂t

)

−B (w2)
(

∂θ
∂y

)

+ 4
Pr

(

∂w2

∂y

)(

∂θ
∂y

)

+ 4
Pr (w2)R

2

−4 (Du) (w2)
(

∂w2

∂y

)(

∂ϕ
∂y

)

− 4 (Ec) (w2)
(

∂ū
∂y

)(

∂u
∂y

)



dy

−
[

4
(w2

Pr

)

(

∂θ

∂y

)

− 4 (Du) (w2)

(

∂ϕ

∂y

)]ye+1

ye

= 0 (3.5)

∫ ye+1

ye

[

(w3)

(

∂ϕ

∂t

)

−B (w3)

(

∂ϕ

∂y

)

+
4

Sc

(

∂w3

∂y

)(

∂ϕ

∂y

)

− 4 (Sr)

(

∂w3

∂y

)(

∂ϕ

∂y

)]

dy

−
[

4
(w3

Sc

)

(

∂ϕ

∂y

)

− 4 (Sr) (w3)

(

∂ϕ

∂y

)]ye+1

ye

= 0 (3.6)

3.3. Finite Element formulation. The finite element model may be obtained from Eqs. (3.4)-
(3.6) by replacing finite element approximations of the form:

u =

2
∑

j=1

uejψ
e
j , θ =

2
∑

j=1

θejψ
e
j , ϕ =

2
∑

j=1

ϕe
jψ

e
j (3.7)

with w1 = w2 = w3 = ψe
j (i = 1, 2), whereuej , θ

e
j andϕe

j are the velocity, temperature
and concentration respectively at thejth node of typicaleth element(ye, ye+1) andψe

i are the
shape functions for this element(ye, ye+1) and are taken as:

ψe
1 =

ye+1 − y

ye+1 − ye
andψe

2 =
y − ye

ye+1 − ye
, ye ≤ y ≤ ye+1 (3.8)

The finite element model of the equations foreth element thus formed is given by




[K11] [K12] [K13]
[K21] [K22] [K23]
[K31] [K32] [K33]









{ue}
{θe}
{ϕe}



+





[M11] [M12] [M13]
[M21] [M22] [M23]
[M31] [M32] [M33]









{u′e}
{θ′e}
{ϕ′e}



 =





{b1e}
{b2e}
{b3e}





(3.9)
where{[Kmn] , [Mmn]} and{{ue} , {θe} , {ϕe} , {u′e} , {θ′e} , {ϕ′e} and{bme} } (m, n
= 1, 2, 3) are the set of matrices of order2 × 2 and2 × 1 respectively. These matrices are
defined as follows

M11
ij =

∫ ye+1

ye

(ψe
i )

(

ψe
j

)

dy, M12
ij =M13

ij = 0,

K11
ij = −B

∫ ye+1

ye

[

(ψe
i )

(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]

dy + 4

∫ ye+1

ye

[(

∂ψe
i

∂y

)(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]

dy,

K12
ij = N

∫ ye+1

ye

[

(ψe
i )

(

ψe
j

)]

dy −
[

N (U) +

(

∂U

∂t

)]
∫ ye+1

ye

[ψe
i ]dy,

K13
ij = −4 [Gr +Gc]

∫ ye+1

ye

(ψe
i )

(

ψe
j

)

dy, K21
ij = −4 (Ec)

∫ ye+1

ye

[

(ψe
i )

(

∂ū

∂y

)(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]

dy,
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K22
ij = −B

∫ ye+1

ye

[

(ψe
i )

(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]

dy +
4

Pr

∫ ye+1

ye

[(

∂ψe
i

∂y

)(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]

dy,

K23
ij =

4

Pr
R2

∫ ye+1

ye

[ψe
i ]dy −Du

∫ ye+1

ye

(

∂ψe
i

∂y

)(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)

dy, M21
ij =M23

ij = 0,

M22
ij =

∫ ye+1

ye

(ψe
i )

(

ψe
j

)

dy, M31
ij =M32

ij = 0, M33
ij =

∫ ye+1

ye

(ψe
i )

(

ψe
j

)

dy,

K31
ij = 0, K32

ij = −4 (Sr)

∫ ye+1

ye

(

∂ψe
i

∂y

)(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)

dy,

K33
ij = −B

∫ ye+1

ye

[

(ψe
i )

(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]

dy +
4

Sc

∫ ye+1

ye

[(

∂ψe
i

∂y

)(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]

dy,

b1ei = 4

[

(ψe
i )

(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]ye+1

ye

, b2ei =

[

4

(

ψe
i

Pr

)(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)

− 4 (Du) (ψe
i )

(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]ye+1

ye

,

b3ei =

[

4

(

ψe
i

Sc

)(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)

− 4 (Sr) (ψe
i )

(

∂ψe
j

∂y

)]ye+1

ye

In one-dimensional space, linear and quadratic elements, or element of higher order can
be taken. The entire flow province is divided into 11000 quadratic elements of equal size.
Each element is three-noded, and therefore the whole domaincontains 21001 nodes. At each
node, four functions are to be evaluated; hence, after assembly of the element equations, we
acquire a system of 81004 equations which are nonlinear. Therefore, an iterative scheme must
be developed in the solution. After striking the boundary conditions, a system of equations
has been obtained which is solved mathematically by the Gauss elimination method while
maintaining a correctness of 0.00001. A convergence criterion based on the relative difference
between the present and preceding iterations is employed. When these differences satisfy the
desired correctness, the solution is assumed to have been congregated and iterative process is
terminated. The Gaussian quadrature is applied for solvingthe integrations. The computer
cryptogram of the algorithm has been performed in MATLAB running on a PC. Excellent
convergence was completed for all the results.

3.4. Study of Grid Independence. In general, to study the grid independency/dependency,
how should the mesh size be varied in order to check the solution at different mesh (grid) sizes
and get a range at which there is no variation in the solutions. We showed the numerical values
of velocity (u), temperature (θ) and concentration (ϕ) for different values of mesh (grid) size
at timet = 1.0 in the following table 1.

From this table 1, we observed that there is no variation in the values of velocity (u), temper-
ature (θ) and concentration (ϕ) for different values of mesh (grid) size at timet = 1.0. Hence,
we conclude that, the results are independent of mesh (grid)size.
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TABLE 1. The numerical values ofu, θ andφ for variation of mesh sizes att = 1.0

Mesh (Grid) size= 0.01 Mesh (Grid) size= 0.001
u θ ϕ u θ ϕ

0.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 1.000000
2.974329 0.369802 0.548479 2.974329 0.369802 0.548479
3.370421 0.169484 0.274438 3.370421 0.169484 0.274438
3.026220 0.081939 0.135010 3.026220 0.081939 0.135010
2.577752 0.040053 0.066201 2.577752 0.040053 0.066201
2.210582 0.019617 0.032440 2.210582 0.019617 0.032440
1.949927 0.009608 0.015892 1.949927 0.009608 0.015892
1.771644 0.004700 0.007776 1.771644 0.004700 0.007776
1.640400 0.002287 0.003788 1.640400 0.002287 0.003788
1.518096 0.001087 0.001806 1.518096 0.001087 0.001806
1.358957 0.000461 0.000777 1.358957 0.000461 0.000777

Mesh (Grid) size= 0.0001 Mesh (Grid) size= 0.00001
u θ ϕ u θ ϕ

0.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 1.000000
2.974329 0.369802 0.548479 2.974329 0.369802 0.548479
3.370421 0.169484 0.274438 3.370421 0.169484 0.274438
3.026220 0.081939 0.135010 3.026220 0.081939 0.135010
2.577752 0.040053 0.066201 2.577752 0.040053 0.066201
2.210582 0.019617 0.032440 2.210582 0.019617 0.032440
1.949927 0.009608 0.015892 1.949927 0.009608 0.015892
1.771644 0.004700 0.007776 1.771644 0.004700 0.007776
1.640400 0.002287 0.003788 1.640400 0.002287 0.003788
1.518096 0.001087 0.001806 1.518096 0.001087 0.001806
1.358957 0.000461 0.000777 1.358957 0.000461 0.000777

4. PROGRAM VALIDATION AND COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESEARCH

In order to check on the correctness of the numerical technique used for the solution of the
problem considered in the present study, it was authenticated by performing simulation for
numerical solutions for the effects of radiation and mass transfer on an unsteady magnetohy-
drodynamic free convective flow past a heated vertical plateembedded in a porous medium in
presence of viscous dissipation which are reported by Prasad and Reddy [13]. Tables 2, 3, 4
and 5 show the calculated values for skin-friction, Rate of heat and mass transfer coefficients
for the present solution whenSr = Du = 0, and the results in published by Prasad and Reddy
[13]. Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 show a very good concurrence betweenthe results and this lends
confidence to the present numerical code.
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TABLE 2. Comparison between present skin-friction(Cf ) and Nusselt num-
ber(Nu Re−1

x ) results with the results(C∗

f , Nu
∗Re−1

x ) of Prasad and Reddy
[13] for different values ofEc.

Ec Cf C∗

f Nu Re−1
x Nu∗ Re−1

x

0.0 1.63024458 1.6302 3.33965172 3.3396
0.001 1.48365516 1.4836 3.09564923 3.0956
0.010 0.16443199 0.1644 0.89964186 0.8996

TABLE 3. Comparison between present skin-friction(Cf ) and Nusselt num-
ber(Nu Re−1

x ) results with the results(C∗

f , Nu
∗Re−1

x ) of Prasad and Reddy
[13] for different values ofR.

R Cf C∗

f Nu Re−1
x Nu∗ Re−1

x

0.0 3.76701694 3.7670 0.67210943 0.6721
0.5 3.47752292 3.4775 1.10649216 1.1064
1.0 3.32915508 3.3291 1.35993044 1.3599
1.5 3.09568774 3.0956 1.48367628 1.4836

TABLE 4. Comparison between present skin-friction(Cf ) and Sherwood
number(Sh Re−1

x ) results with the results(C∗

f , Sh
∗Re−1

x ) of Prasad and
Reddy [13] for different values ofSc.

Sc Cf C∗

f Sh Re−1
x Sh∗ Re−1

x

0.22 3.73162208 3.7316 0.22011848 0.2201
0.60 3.47751182 3.4775 0.60183321 0.6018
0.78 3.39804066 3.3980 0.78044923 0.7804
0.94 3.34001101 3.3400 0.94031584 0.9403

TABLE 5. Comparison between present skin-friction(Cf ) results with the re-
sults(C∗

f ) of Prasad and Reddy [13] for different values ofGr andGc.

Gr Cf C∗

f Gc Cf C∗

f

0 2.52780649 2.5278 0 2.80126472 2.8012
1 3.10972668 3.0197 1 3.47753994 3.4775
2 3.47751623 3.4775 2 4.14845591 4.1484
3 3.88681947 3.8868 3 4.81384067 4.8138
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5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In the preceding sections, we have prepared and solved the problem of an unsteady MHD
free convection flow past an infinite heated vertical plate surrounded in a porous medium with
thermal-diffusion, diffusion-thermo, viscous dissipation and radiation. By interesting, the op-
tically thin differential approximation for the radiativeheat flux in the energy equation. In the
numerical calculation, the Prandtl number (Pr = 0.71) which corresponds to air and different
values of the stuff parameters are used. In addition, the boundary conditiony → ∞ is approx-
imated byymax = 10, which is adequately large for the velocity to approach the appropriate
stream velocity. The temperature and the species concentration are coupled to the velocity
through Grashof number for heat and mass transfer as seen in Eq. (2.10). For assorted values
of Grashof number for heat and mass transfer, the velocity profilesu are plotted in Figs. 2 (a)
and 2 (b).

(a) (b)

FIGURE 2. Effect of (a)Gr , (b) Gc on velocity profiles

The Grashof number for heat transfer indicates the relativeeffect of the thermal buoyancy
force to the viscous hydrodynamic force in the boundary layer. As expected, it is observed
that there is a increase in the velocity due to the enhancement of thermal buoyancy force.
Also, asGr raises, the peak values of the velocity increases quickly near the porous plate and
then decomposes smoothly to the free stream velocity. The Grashof number for mass transfer
characterizes the ratio of the buoyancy force to the viscoushydrodynamic force. As usual, the
fluid velocity increases and the peak value is more distinctive due to enhance in the species
buoyancy force. The velocity distribution reaches a distinctive greatest value in the locality of
the plate and then decreases properly to move towards the free stream value. It is perceived
that the velocity magnifies with increasing values of Grashof number for mass transfer.

Fig. 3 (a) demonstrates the velocity profiles for dissimilarvalues of Prandtl numberPr.
The mathematical results show that the effect of growing values of Prandtl number result in
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diminishing velocity. The nature of velocity profiles in presence of distant species such asSc
= 0.22 (Hydrogen), 0.30 (Helium), 0.60 (Oxygen) and 0.78 (Ammonia) are showing in Fig. 3
(b).

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3. Effect of (a)Pr, (b)Sc on velocity profiles

The flow field experiences a decrease in velocity at all pointsin attendance of heavier dif-
fusing species. The results of the magnetic field parameterM is shown in Fig. 4 (a).

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4. Effect of (a)M , (b)χ on velocity profiles

It is noticed that the velocity of the fluid diminishes with the raises of the magnetic field
parameter values. The reduce in the velocity as the HartmannnumberM increases is because
the occurrence of a magnetic field in an electrically conducting fluid initiates a force called
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the Lorentz force, which acts adjacent to the flow when the magnetic field is acted in the
perpendicular direction, as in the present study. This resistive force deliberates down the fluid
velocity component as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Fig. 4 (b) shows theeffects of Darcy numberχ
on the velocity profiles for cooling as well as heating of the plate. For a cooling plate fluid
velocity increases, while for a heating plate it decreases with increase ofχ. Darcy number
is the capacity of the porosity of the medium. With increasing porosity of the medium, the
value ofχ increases. For large porosity of the medium fluid acquires more space to flow as
a consequence its velocity increases. The effect of the thermal radiation parameterR on the
velocity and temperature profiles in the boundary layer are demonstrated in Figs. 5 (a) and 5
(b), respectively.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 5. Effect of (a)R on velocity, (b)R on temperature profiles

With increasing the thermal radiation parameterRconstructs significant boost in the thermal
condition of the fluid and its thermal boundary layer. This increase in the fluid temperature
brings more flow in the boundary layer reasoning the velocityof the fluid there to increase. The
influence of the viscous dissipation (Eckert number) parameter on the velocity and temperature
profiles are shown in Figs. 6 (a) and 6 (b), respectively.

The relationship between the kinetic energy in the flow and the enthalpy is given by Eckert
number. It represents the exchange of kinetic energy into internal energy by work done against
the viscous fluid stresses. Larger viscous dissipative heatcauses a grow in the temperature as
well as the velocity. This performance is evident from Figs.6 (a) and 6 (b). Figs. 7 (a) and
7 (b) describe the velocity and concentration profiles for different values of the Soret (thermal
diffusion) number.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 6. Effect of (a)Econ velocity (b)Econ temperature profiles

(a) (b)

FIGURE 7. Effect of (a)Sron velocity, (b)Sron concentration profiles

The Soret number classifies the effect of the temperature gradients inducing significant mass
diffusion effects. It is observed that an increase in the Soret number results in an increase in
the velocity and concentration within the boundary layer. For different values of the Dufour
(diffusion thermo) number, the velocity and temperature profiles are designed in Figs. 8 (a)
and 8 (b), respectively.

The Dufour number signifies the contribution of the concentration gradients to the thermal
energy flux in the flow. It is institutes that an increase in theDufour number causes a rise in the
velocity and temperature all over the boundary layer. For, the temperature profiles decompose
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 8. Effect of (a)Du on velocity, (b)Du on temperature profiles

smoothly from the plate to the free stream value. However for, a distinct velocity overshoot
exists near the plate, and thereafter the profile falls to zero at the edge of the boundary layer.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 9. Effects of (a)Pr on temperature, (b)Sc on concentration profiles

Fig. 9 (a) illustrate the temperature profiles for dissimilar values of Prandtl number Pr. It is
scrutinized that the temperature decrease as an increasingthe Prandtl number. The reason is
that smaller values of Pr are equivalent to amplify in the thermal conductivity of the fluid and
then heat is able to diffuse away from the heated surface morequickly for higher values of Pr.
Hence in the case of lesser Prandtl number the thermal boundary layer is substantial and the
rate of heat transfer is reduced. Fig. 9 (b) shows the concentration field due to dissimilarities
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in Schmidt number for the gasses Hydrogen, Helium, Oxygen and Ammonia. It is observed
that concentration field is progressively for Hydrogen and drops rapidly for Oxygen and Am-
monia in assessment to water-vapour. Thus Hydrogen can be used for preserving effective
concentration field and water-vapour can be used for sustaining normal concentration field.

5.1. Local skin-friction (Cf ). The numerical values of local skin-friction are presented in
table 6 for dissimilar values of Magnetic field (Hartmann number), Porosity parameter (Darcy
number), Soret and Dufour numbers. It is observed from this table that

• The skin-friction increases from 2.95431478 to 3.26981158with decreasing the value
of M from 4.0 to 2.0, while reverse effect is found forχ (skin-friction decreases from
3.01140566 to 2.88523694 with increasing the value ofχ from 2.0 to 3.0).

• The skin-friction increases asSr increases from 1.0 to 2.0; thereafter however it in-
creases with a succeeding value ofSr to 3.0 through to the least value of 1.0.

• Dufour number (Du) has towering impact on skin-friction. The skin-friction enhances
from 3.26981158 to 3.46317524 with increasing the value ofDu from 1.0 to 3.0.

TABLE 6. Variation of numerical values of skin-friction (Cf ) for different
values ofM , Sr, Du andχ

M χ Sr Du Cf

2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.26981158
4.0 2.95431478
6.0 2.61228304

2.0 3.01140566
3.0 2.88523694

2.0 3.36951587
3.0 3.45902413

2.0 3.37683951
3.0 3.46317524

5.2. Local rate of heat transfer (Nu Re−1
x ). The graphical results of local rate of heat trans-

fer are presented in Figs. 10 (a), 10 (b) and 11 (a) for disparate values of Eckert number, Dufour
number and thermal radiation parameter, respectively. It is observed from these figures that

• An increase in Dufour number gradually increases the magnitude of Nusselt number.
• The effectiveness of the thermal radiation parameter has lean impact on rate of heat

transfer. i.e. the Nusselt number diminishes when increasing the thermal radiation
parameter.

• Rate of heat transfer enhances with increasing of viscous dissipation (Eckert number)
parameter.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 10. Effects of (a)Ec , (b) Du on rate of heat transfer

5.3. Local rate of mass transfer (Sh Re−1
x ). The results of local rate of mass transfer are

presented in Fig. 11 (b) for changed values of Soret number. It is observed from this table that
the effect of Soret number is seen more prominently for rate of mass transfer i.e., there is sharp
increase in the value of rate of mass transfer.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 11. Effect of (a)R, (b)Sr on rate of mass transfer

The comparison of rate of heat and mass transfer coefficientsfor different values of Eckert
number (Ec) are shown in the Fig. 12.

From this figure, we noticed that the curves for rate of heat and mass transfer coefficients
are close to each other. This means that, the numerical values of these coefficients are almost
concur each other.
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FIGURE 12. Comparison of rate of heat and mass transfer coefficientsfor
different values ofEc

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the current study, the flow of an unsteady magnetohydrodynamic free convection past an
infinite vertical plate in a porous medium under the synchronized effects of thermal-diffusion,
diffusion-thermo, viscous dissipation and radiation is exaggerated by the stuff parameters. The
governing equations are estimated to a system of linear partial differential equations by using
finite element method. The results are opened graphically and we can conclude that the flow
field and the quantities of physical awareness are significantly influenced by these parameters.

(1) Larger viscous dissipative heat causes an increase in the temperature plus the velocity
profiles.

(2) As thermal radiation parameter increases, then there isa rise in both velocity and tem-
perature profiles.

(3) The numerical results designate that the velocity increases with the increase in Grashof
number for heat transfer and mass transfer, Darcy parameter, while it decreases as the
magnetic field parameter, Prandtl number and Schmidt numberincreases.

(4) Dufour effects deeply influence the temperature profilesin the thermal boundary layer
i.e. temperature profiles increases with the increase in theDufour number.

(5) Soret effects are to enhance the concentration distribution with formation of concentra-
tion peak for superior values of Soret parameter in the concentration boundary layer.

(6) The numerical results obtained and compared with formerly reported cases available
in the open literature and they are found to be in very good concurrence.

The analysis has shown that the temperature and concentration fields are appreciably predis-
posed by the Dufour and Soret effects. Thus we conclude that for some kind of mixture (i.e.,
H2, Air) with the light molecular weight, the Soret and Dufour effects play an important role
and should be considered in future studies.
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NOMENCLATURE

x′ Coordinate axis along the plate (m) x Dimensionless Coordinate
Sh Sherwood number axis along the plate (m)
y′ Coordinate axis normal to the plate (m) y Dimensionless Coordinate
B Planck’s function axis normal to the plate (m)
t′ Dimensional time (s) t Dimensionless time (s)
u′ Velocity component inx′-direct. (ms−1) u Dimensionless Velocity (ms−1)
w′ Velocity component iny′-direct. (ms−1) H ′

0 Transverse magnetic field (tesla)
g Acceleration due to gravity (ms−2) Sc Schmidt number
T ′ Fluid temperature (◦C) T ′

w Fluid temperature at the wall (◦C)
T ′

∞
Fluid temperature at free stream (◦C) C ′ Fluid Concentration (Kgm−3)

C ′

w Concentration at the wall (Kg m−3) Du Dufour number
cP Specific heat at constant pressure D Solute mass diffusivity (m2s−1)
P Pressure (Nm−2) Sr Soret number
Uo Dimensionless plate velocity (ms−1) U Free stream velocity (ms−1)
w′

o Dimensional suction velocity (ms−1) Dm Molecular diffusivity (m2s−1)
cS Concentration susceptibility (mmole−1) q′ Radiative heat flux (Wm−2)
M Hartmann number Pr Prandtl number
Gr Grashof number for heat transfer Gc Grashof number for mass transfer
K ′ Dimensional porosity parameter (m2) O Origin
C ′

∞
Concentration at free stream (Kgm−3) Ec Eckert number

R Thermal Radiation parameter kT Mean absorption coefficient
Cf Skin-friction Coefficient (Nm−2) Tm Mean fluid temperature
U ′ Dimensional free stream velocity (ms−1) A Small positive parameter
Nu Rate of heat transfer (or) Nusselt number Kλw Mean Absorption coefficient
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GREEK SYMBOLS

β Coefficient of thermal expansion (K−1) ρ Fluid density (Kgm−3)
ε Small positive parameter v Kinematic viscosity (m2s−1)
τ ′w Shear stress (Nm−2) θ Dimensionless temperature (◦C)
ϕ Dimensionless concentration (Kgm−3) ω′ Free stream frequency of oscillation
χ Darcy number (Kd−2) µe Magnetic Permeability (Hm−1)
δ Radiation absorption coefficient (cm3s−1) σ∗ Stefan-Boltzmann constant
κ Thermal conductivity (Wm−1K−1) ω Dimensionless free stream
σC Electrical conductivity (Sm−1) frequency of oscillation (s−1)
β∗ Coefficient of Compositional expansion

Superscript
′ Differentiation w.r.t. toy

Subscripts
w Wall condition ∞ Free stream condition
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ABSTRACT. The present investigation deals, heat and mass transfer characteristics with the
effect of slip on the hydromagnetic pulsatile flow through a parallel plate channel filled with
saturated porous medium. Based on the pulsatile flow nature,exact solution of the governing
equations for the fluid velocity, temperature and concentration are obtained by using two term
perturbation technique subject to physically appropriateboundary conditions. The expressions
of skin friction, Nusselt number and Sherwood number are also derived. The numerical values
of the fluid velocity, temperature and concentration are displayed graphically whereas those of
shear stress, rate of heat transfer and rate of mass transferat the plate are presented in tabular
form for various values of pertinent flow parameters. By increasing the slip parameter at the
cold wall the velocity increases whereas the effect is totally reversed in the case of shear stress
at the cold wall.

NOMENCLATURE

a distance between two parallel plates a∗ mean absorption coefficient
C species concentration Cf skin-friction coefficient
C0 species concentration at the cold wall cp specific heat at constant pressure
B0 uniform magnetic field C1 species concentration at the heated wall
Da Darcy parameter Dm chemical molecular diffusivity
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Gm Solutal Grashof number Gr thermal Grashof number
g acceleration due to gravity H non-dimensional heat absorption term
jw mass flux K permeability of porous medium
K∗

r dimensional chemical reaction parameterKr non-dimensional chemical reaction
KT thermal conductivity of the fluid M magnetic parameter
N radiation parameter Nu Nusselt number
n frequency of oscillation Pr Prandtl number
Q0 dimensional heat absorption parameter qr radiating flux vector
qw heat flux Sc Schmidt number
Sh Sherwood number T fluid temperature
T1 fluid temperature at the heated wall T0 fluid temperature at the cold wall
t dimensional time U A scaled velocity
u fluid velocity inx- direction v fluid velocity iny- direction

GREEK SYMBOLS

βc coefficient of concentration expansion βT coefficient of thermal expansion
ν kinematic coefficient of viscosity ω A scaled frequency
φ A scaled concentration φ1 dimensional cold wall slip parameter
φ2 dimensional heated wall slip parameter ρ fluid density
σe electrical conductivity τ non dimensional time
τw shear stress ψ A scaled coordinate
η A scaled coordinate θ A scaled temperature
γ non-dimensional cold wall slip σ non-dimensional heated wall slip
σ∗ Stefan-Boltzmann constant

1. INTRODUCTION

The heat transfer enhancement is one of the most important technical aims for engineer-
ing systems due to its wide applications in electronics, cooling systems, fire and combustion
modeling, development of metal waste from spent nuclear fuel, next-generation solar film col-
lectors, heat exchangers technology, applications in the field of nuclear energy and various
thermal systems. Sparrow and Cess [1] were one of the initialinvestigators to consider temper-
ature dependent heat absorption on steady stagnation pointflow and heat transfer. Chamkha
[2] investigated on the unsteady MHD convective heat and mass transfer past a semi infinite
vertical permeable moving plate with heat absorption. Analytical solutions for hydromagnetic
free convection of a particulate suspension from an inclined plate with heat absorption were
presented by Ramadan and Chamkha [3]. Ishak [4] worked mixedconvection boundary layer
flow over a horizontal plate with thermal radiation.
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In recent years, the flows of fluid through porous media are of principal interest because
these are quite prevalent in nature. Such flows have attracted the attention of a number of
scholars due to their application in many branches of science and technology, viz., in the field
of agriculture engineering to study the underground water resources, seepage of water in river
beds, in petroleum technology to study the movement of natural gas, oil and water through
oil reservoirs, in chemical engineering for filtration and purification processes. The convec-
tion problem in porous medium has also important applications in geothermal reservoirs and
geothermal energy extractions. Convection in porous mediawas documented by Nield and Be-
jan [5]. Prasad and Reddy [6] presented the radiation and mass transfer effects on an unsteady
MHD free convection flow past a heated vertical plate in a porous medium with viscous dissi-
pation. Venkateswarlu et al. [7] discussed the radiation effects on MHD boundary layer flow
of liquid metal over a porous stretching surface in porous medium with heat generation.

The study of MHD flows have stimulated considerable interestdue to its important physical
applications in solar physics, meteorology, power generating systems, aeronautics and mis-
sile aerodynamics, cosmic fluid dynamics and in the motion ofEarth’s core. Magnetofluid
dynamics for engineers and applied physicists was documented by Cramer and Pai [8]. In a
broader sense, MHD has applications in three different subject areas, such as astrophysical,
geophysical and engineering problems. In light of these applications, free convection about a
vertical flat plate embedded in a porous medium with application to heat transfer from a dike,
has been studied by Cheng and Minkowycz [9]. Raptis and Kafoussias [10] presented Magne-
tohydrodynamic free convection flow and mass transfer through porous medium bounded by
an infinite vertical porous plate with constant heat flux, dueto the importance of mass transfer
and that of applied magnetic field in the study of star and planets. Recently Turkyimazoglu
and Pop [11] investigated analytically Soret and heat source effects on the unsteady radiative
MHD free convection flow from an impulsively started infinitevertical plate. Venkateswarlu
et al. [12] presented the thermal diffusion and radiation effects on unsteady MHD free convec-
tion heat and mass transfer flow past a linearly accelerated vertical porous plate with variable
temperature and mass diffusion.

In most of the chemical engineering processes, chemical reaction occurs between a foreign
mass and the fluid. Chemical reactions can be classified as either homogeneous or hetero-
geneous processes. This depends on whether they occur at an interface or as a single phase
volume reaction. These processes take place in numerous industrial applications viz. polymer
production, drying evaporation at the surface of a water body, energy transfer in a wet cooling
tower, generating electric power, manufacturing of ceramics or glassware, food processing etc.
Chamkha [13] investigated MHD flow over a uniformly stretched vertical permeable surface
in the presence of heat generation/absorption and chemicalreaction. Afify [14] studied the
effect of radiation on free convective flow and mass transferpast a vertical isothermal cone sur-
face with chemical reaction in the presence of a transverse magnetic field. Ibrahim et al. [15]
analyzed the effect of chemical reaction and radiation absorption on the unsteady MHD free
convection flow past a semi-infinite vertical permeable moving plate with heat source and suc-
tion. Bakr [16] discussed the effects of chemical reaction on MHD free convection and mass
transfer flow of a micro polar fluid with oscillatory plate velocity and constant heat source in
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a rotating frame of reference. Recently, Venkateswarlu andPadma [17] analyzed the unsteady
MHD free convective heat and mass transfer in a boundary layer flow past a vertical permeable
plate with thermal radiation and chemical reaction. Manjula et al. [18] presented the influ-
ence of thermal radiation and chemical reaction on MHD flow, heat and mass transfer over a
stretching surface.

Studies related to the oscillatory fluid flow are increasingly important in recent times due
to its numerous applications in many real life problems. Some of these include, Makinde and
Mhone [19] studied the combined effects of radiative heat transfer and MHD on oscillatory
flow in a channel filled with porous medium. Mahmood and Ali [20] investigated the effect of
Navier slip imposed on the lower wall on the unsteady hydromagnetic oscillatory flow of an
incompressible viscous fluid in a planer channel filled with porous medium. In addition, Abdul-
Hakeem and Sathiyanathan [21] presented analytical solution for two-dimensional oscillatory
flow of an incompressible viscous fluid, through a highly porous medium bounded by an infinite
vertical plate. While Umavathi et al. [22] studied the unsteady oscillatory flow and heat transfer
in a horizontal composite porous medium channel.

Nanofluids enhance thermal conductivity of the base fluid enormously, which are also very
stable and have no additional problems, such as sedimentation, erosion, additional pressure
drop and non-Newtonian behavior, due to the tiny size of nanoelements and the low volume
fraction of nanoelements required for conductivity enhancement. These suspended nanoparti-
cles can change the transport and thermal properties of the base fluid. The boundary layer in
Newtonian and porous media filled by nanofluids over fixed and moving boundaries have been
recently considered by Fahad et al [23], Kuznetsov and Nield[24], Abbasi [25], Khan and Pop
[26], Bachok et al. [27, 28] and Hayat et al. [29].

The objective of the present study is to investigate the influence of slip condition on radiative
MHD flow of a viscous fluid in a parallel porous plate channel inpresence of heat absorption
and chemical reaction. Therefore, in the present work, the physical problem as described in
Adesanya and Makinde [30] is considered. We should in prior emphasize that our intention
is not to reproduce the results of Adesanya and Makinde [30].In fact, the model that we
consider differs considerably from that of Adesanya and Makinde [30] in that we use a better
approach in the formulation, use a proper radiation term, introduce a heat absorption param-
eter and chemical reaction parameter. Analytical closed form solutions are presented for the
momentum, energy and concentration equations using some proper change of variables. The
following strategy is pursued in the rest of the paper. Section two presents the formation of
the problem. The analytical solutions are presented in section three. Results are discussed in
section four and finally section five provides a conclusion ofthe paper.

2. FORMATION OF THE PROBLEM

We consider the unsteady laminar slip flow of an incompressible, viscous and electrically
conducting fluid through a channel with non-uniform wall temperature bounded by two parallel
plates separated by a distancea. The channel is assumed to be filled with a saturated porous
medium. A uniform magnetic field of strengthB0 is applied perpendicular to the plates. The
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above plate is heated at constant temperature and the thermal radiation effect is also taken in
to account. It is assumed that there exist a homogeneous chemical reaction of first order with
constant rateK∗

r between the diffusing species and the fluid. Initially i.e. at time t ≤ 0,
both the fluid and plate are at rest and at uniform temperatureT0. Also species concentration
within the fluid is maintained at uniform concentrationC0. Geometry of the problem is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. Here,u- fluid velocity inx- direction,v- fluid velocity alongy- direction,p-

FIGURE 1. Geometry of the problem

fluid pressure,g- acceleration due to gravity,ρ- fluid density,βT - coefficient of thermal expan-
sion,βC - coefficient of concentration volume expansion,t- time,K- permeability of porous
medium,B0- magnetic induction,T - fluid temperature,T0- temperature at the cold wall,KT -
thermal diffusivity of the fluid,Q0- dimensional heat absorption parameter,qr- radiative heat
flux, C- species concentration in the fluid,C0- concentration at the cold wall,σe- fluid electri-
cal conductivity,cp- specific heat at constant pressure,Dm- chemical molecular diffusivity,ν-
kinematic viscosity of the fluid andK∗

r - dimensional chemical reaction parameter respectively.
We choose a Cartesian coordinate system(x, y) wherex- lies along the centre of the chan-

nel, y- is the distance measured in the normal section such thaty = a is the channel’s half
width as shown in the figure below. Under the assumptions madeby Adesanya and Makinde
[30], as well as of the usual Boussinesq’s approximation, the equations of conservation of mass,
momentum, energy and concentration governing the free convective nonlinear boundary layer
flow over a laminar porous plate in porous medium can be expressed as:
Continuity equation:

∂ν

∂y
= 0 (2.1)

Momentum equation:

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ

dp

dx
+ ν

∂2u

∂y2
+ gβT (T − T0) + gβC (C −C0) − σeB

2
0

ρ
u− ν

K
u (2.2)

Energy equation:
∂T

∂t
=
KT

ρcp

∂2T

∂y2
− Q0

ρcp
(T − T0)−

1

ρcp

∂qr

∂y
(2.3)
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Diffusion equation;
∂C

∂t
= Dm

∂2C

∂y2
−K∗

r (C − C0) (2.4)

We should in prior warn the reader that our model is not the same as that Adesanya and
Makinde [30] in which the heat absorption and chemical reaction effects were not taken into
account.

Assuming that slipping occurs between the plate and fluid, the corresponding initial and
boundary conditions of the system of partial differential equations for the fluid flow problem
are given below

u = φ1
du

dy
, T = T0, C = C0 at y = 0

u = φ2
du

dy
, T = T1 + ǫ(T1 − T0) exp(int), C = C1 + ǫ(C1 − C0) exp(int) at y = a















(2.5)
whereT1- fluid temperature at the heated plate,C1- species concentration at the heated plate,
φ1- cold wall dimensional slip parameter,φ2- heated wall dimensional slip parameter,n- fre-
quency of oscillation andǫ ≪ 1 is a very small positive constant.

Following Rapits [31], by using the Rosseland approximation, the radiative flux vectorqr
can be written as:

∂qr

∂y
= −4a∗σ∗

(

T 4
0 − T 4

)

(2.6)

whereσ∗ anda∗ are the Stefan–Boltzmann constant and the mean absorption coefficient re-
spectively. We assume that the difference between fluid temperatureT and cold wall tempera-
tureT0 within the flow is sufficiently small such thatT 4 may be expressed as a linear function
of the temperature. This is accomplished by expanding in Taylor seriesT 4 about the cold wall
temperatureT0 and neglecting the second and higher order terms, we have

T 4 ∼= 4T 3
0 T − 3T 4

0 (2.7)

Using equations (2.6) and (2.7) in equation (2.3). We obtain

∂T

∂t
=
KT

ρcp

∂2T

∂y2
− 16a∗σ∗T 3

0

ρcp
(T − T0)−

Q0

ρcp
(T − T0) (2.8)

We introduce the following non-dimensional variables

ψ =
x

h
, η =

y

h
, U =

h

ν
u, P =

h2

ρν2
p, γ =

φ1

h
, σ =

φ2

h
,

ω =
h2

ν
n, τ =

ν

h2
t, θ =

T − T0

T1 − T0
, φ =

C − C0

C1 − C0















(2.9)

Equations (2.2), (2.4) and (2.8) reduce to the following non-dimensional form

∂U

∂τ
= −dP

dψ
+
∂2U

∂η2
+Grθ +Gmφ−

[

M +
1

Da

]

U (2.10)
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∂θ

∂τ
=

1

Pr

∂2θ

∂η2
− (N +H) θ (2.11)

∂φ

∂τ
=

1

Sc

∂2φ

∂η2
−Krφ (2.12)

HereGr = gβT (T1−T0)h3

ν2
is the thermal buoyancy force,Gm = gβC(C1−C0)h3

v2
is the con-

centration buoyancy force,M =
σeB

2

0
h2

ρv
is the magnetic parameter,Da = K

h2 is the Darcy

parameter,Pr = ρcpν

KT

is the Prandtl number,N =
16a∗σ∗h2T 3

0

ρcpν
is the thermal radiation parame-

ter,H = Q0h
2

ρcpν
is the heat source parameter,Sc = ν

Dm
is the Schmidt number andKr = h2

ν
K∗

r

is the chemical reaction parameter respectively.
Initial and boundary conditions, presented by equation (2.5), in non-dimensional form, are

given by

U = γ
dU

dη
, θ = 0, φ = 0 at η = 0

U = σ
dU

dη
, θ = 1 + ǫ exp (iωτ) , φ = 1 + ǫ exp (iωτ) at η = 1















(2.13)

Following Adesanya and Makinde [30], for purely an oscillatory flow we take the pressure
gradient of the form

λ = −dP
dψ

= λ0 + ǫ exp(iωt)λ1 (2.14)

whereλ0- andλ1- are constants andω is the frequency of oscillation.
It is now important to calculate physical quantities of primary interest, which are the local

wall shear stress or skin friction coefficient, the local surface heat flux and the local surface
mass flux. Given the velocity, temperature and concentration fields in the boundary layer, the
shear stressτw, the heat fluxqw and mass fluxjw are obtained by

τw = µ

[

∂u

∂y

]

(2.15)

qw = −KT

[

∂T

∂y

]

(2.16)

jw = −Dm

[

∂C

∂y

]

(2.17)

In non-dimensional form the skin-friction coefficientCf , heat transfer coefficientNu and mass
transfer coefficientSh are defined as

Cf =
τw

ρ (ν/h)2
(2.18)

Nu =
hqw

KT (T1 − T0)
(2.19)
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Sh =
hjw

Dm (C1 − C0)
(2.20)

Using non-dimensional variables in equation (2.9) and equations (2.15) to (2.17) into equa-
tions (2.18) to (2.20), we obtain the physical parameters

Cf =

[

∂U

∂η

]

(2.21)

Nu = −
[

∂θ

∂η

]

(2.22)

Sh = −
[

∂φ

∂η

]

(2.23)

3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

Equations (2.10) to (2.12) are coupled non-linear partial differential equations and these
cannot be solved in closed form. So, we reduce these non-linear partial differential equations
into a set of ordinary differential equations, which can be solved analytically. This can be done
by assuming the trial solutions for the velocity, temperature and concentration of the fluid as
(see, Singhet al. [32] and Siva Kumaret al [33])

U(η, τ) = U0(η) + ǫ exp(iωτ )U1(η) + o(ǫ2) (3.1)

θ(η, τ) = θ0(η) + ǫ exp(iωτ )θ1(η) + o(ǫ2) (3.2)

φ(η, τ) = φ0(η) + ǫ exp(iωτ)φ1(η) + o(ǫ2) (3.3)

Substituting equations (3.1) to (3.3) into equations (2.10) to (2.12), then equating the har-
monic and non–harmonic terms and neglecting the higher order terms ofo

(

ǫ2
)

, we obtain

U ′′

0 −
[

M +
1

Da

]

U0 = − [Grθ0 +Gmφ0 + λ0] (3.4)

U ′′

1 −
[

M +
1

Da
+ iω

]

U1 = − [Grθ1 +Gmφ1 + λ1] (3.5)

θ′′0 − Pr (N +H) θ0 = 0 (3.6)

θ′′1 − Pr (N +H + iω) θ1 = 0 (3.7)

φ′′0 − ScKrφ0 = 0 (3.8)

φ′′1 − Sc (Kr + iω)φ1 = 0 (3.9)

Initial and boundary conditions, presented by equation (2.13), can be written as

U0 = γ
dU0

dη
, U1 = γ

dU1

dη
, θ0 = 0, θ1 = 0, φ0 = 0, φ1 = 0 at η = 0

U0 = σ
dU0

dη
, U1 = σ

dU1

dη
, θ0 = 1, θ1 = 1, φ0 = 1, φ1 = 1 at η = 1















(3.10)
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where the prime denotes the ordinary differentiation with respect toη.
The analytical solutions of equations (3.4) to (3.9) with the boundary conditions in equation

(3.10) are given by

U0 = A17 exp(−m5η) +A16 exp(m5η) +A3 +
A1 sinh(m1η)

sinh(m1)
− A2 sinh(m3η)

sinh(m3)
(3.11)

U1 = A34 exp(−m6η) +A33 exp(m6η) +A20 +
A18 sinh(m2η)

sinh(m2)
− A19 sinh(m4η)

sinh(m4)
(3.12)

θ0 =
sinh(m1η)

sinh(m1)
(3.13) θ1 =

sinh(m2η)

sinh(m2)
(3.14)

φ0 =
sinh(m3η)

sinh(m3)
(3.15) φ1 =

sinh(m4η)

sinh(m4)
(3.16)

By substituting equations (3.11) to (3.16) into equations (3.1) to (3.3) we obtained solutions
for the fluid velocity, temperature and concentration and are presented in the following form

U(η, τ ) =

[

A17 exp(−m5η) +A16 exp(m5η) +A3 +
A1 sinh(m1η)

sinh(m1)
− A2 sinh(m3η)

sinh(m3)

]

+ ǫ exp(iωτ )

[

A34 exp(−m6η) +A33 exp(m6η) (3.17)

+A20 +
A18 sinh(m2η)

sinh(m2)
− A19 sinh(m4η)

sinh(m4)

]

θ (η, τ ) =

[

sinh(m1η)

sinh(m1)

]

+ ǫ exp (iωτ )

[

sinh(m2η)

sinh(m2)

]

(3.18)

φ (η, τ ) =

[

sinh(m3η)

sinh(m3)

]

+ ǫ exp (iωτ )

[

sinh(m4η)

sinh(m4)

]

(3.19)

3.1. Skin friction. From the velocity field, the skin friction at the plate can be obtained, which
in non dimensional form is given by

Cf =

[

A16m5e
m5η −A17m5e

−m5η +
A1m1 cosh(m1η)

sinh(m1)
− A2m3 cosh(m3η)

sinh(m3)

]

+ǫ exp(iωτ )

[

A33m6e
m6η −A34m6e

−m6η

+
A18m2 cosh(m2η)

sinh(m2)
− A19m4 cosh(m4η)

sinh(m4)

]

(3.20)

3.2. Nusselt number. From temperature field, we obtained heat transfer coefficient which is
given in non-dimensional form as

Nu = −
[

m1 cosh(m1η)

sinh(m1)

]

− ǫ exp (iωτ)

[

m2 cosh(m2η)

sinh(m2)

]

(3.21)
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3.3. Sherwood number. From concentration field, we obtained mass transfer coefficient which
is given in non-dimensional form as

Sh = −
[

A3m3 cosh(m3η)

sinh(m3)

]

− ǫ exp (iωτ )

[

A5m4 cosh(m4η)

sinh(m4)

]

(3.22)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to investigate the influence of various physical parameters such as thermal Grashof
numberGr, solutal Grashof numberGm, Darcy parameterDa, pressure gradientλ, magnetic
parameterM , cold wall slip parameterγ, heated wall slip parameterσ, heat absorption pa-
rameterH, Prandtl numberPr, radiation parameterN , chemical reaction parameterKr and
mass diffusion parameterSc on the flow-field, fluid velocityU , temperatureθ and concen-
trationφ have been studied analytically and computed results of the analytical solutions from
equations (3.17) to (3.19) are displayed graphically from Figs. 2 to 18 for various values of
these physical parameters. The numerical values of skin friction, Nusselt number and Sher-
wood number computed from analytical solutions, presentedby equations (3.20) to (3.22) are
presented in tabular form in Tables 1 to 4 for various values of different physical parame-
ters. In the present study following default parameter values are adopted for computations:
Gr = 2, Gm = 2, M = 1, Da = 0.5, τ = 0, λ = 1, Pr = 0.71, N = 1, H = 0.5, Sc =
0.30, Kr = 0.5, γ = 0.1, σ = 0.1, ω = 1, andǫ = 0.001. Therefore all the graphs and
tables are corresponding to these values unless specifically indicated on the appropriate graph
or table.

Figs. 2 and 3 shows the fluid velocity profile variations with the cold wall slip parameter
γ and the heated wall slip parameterσ. It is observed that, the fluid velocityU increases on

FIGURE 2. Influence of cold
wall slip parameter on veloc-
ity profiles.

FIGURE 3. Influence of
heated wall slip parameter on
velocity profiles.

increasing the cold wall slip parameterγ thus enhancing the fluid flow. The cold wall slip
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parameter did not cause any appreciable effect on the heatedwall. An increase in the heated
wall slip parameterσ decreases the fluid velocity minimally at the cold wall and increasing the
heated wall slip parameter causes a flow reversal towards theheated wall. It is observed that
σ = 0 corresponds to the pulsatile case with no slip condition at the heated wall in Fig 3.

The nature of fluid velocity and concentration in presence offoreign species such as Hydro-
gen(Sc = 0.22), Helium (Sc = 0.30), Water vapour(Sc = 0.60), Ammonia(Sc = 0.78) is
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Physically, Schmidt number signifies the relative strength of viscosity

FIGURE 4. Influence of
Schmidt number on velocity
profiles.

FIGURE 5. Influence of
Schmidt number on concen-
tration profiles.

to chemical molecular diffusivity. Therefore the Schmidt number quantifies the relative effec-
tiveness of momentum and mass transport by diffusion in the hydrodynamic and concentration
boundary layers. This causes the concentration buoyancy effects to decrease the fluid velocity.
It is observed that velocity and concentration decreases onincreasing Schmidt number in Figs.
4 and 5.

Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate the influence of chemical reaction parameterKr on the veloc-
ity and species concentration. It is observed that, both velocity U and species concentration
φ decreases on increasing the chemical reaction parameterKr. This implies that, chemical
reaction tends to reduce the fluid velocity and species concentration. It is observed that, from
Figs. 8 and 9 both the fluid velocityU and temperatureθ decreases on increasing the radiation
parameterN .
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FIGURE 6. Influence of
chemical reaction parameter
on velocity profiles.

FIGURE 7. Influence of
chemical reaction parameter
on concentration profiles.

FIGURE 8. Influence of ra-
diation parameter on velocity
profiles.

FIGURE 9. Influence of radi-
ation parameter on tempera-
ture profiles.

Figs. 10 and 11, demonstrate the plot of fluid velocityU and temperatureθ for a variety
of heat absorption parameterH. It is seen in figures that, the fluid velocity and temperature
decrease on increasing the heat absorption parameter. Thisimplies that heat absorption tend to
retard the fluid velocity and temperature. This is because radiation and heat absorption have
tendency to reduce fluid temperature.
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FIGURE 10. Influence of
heat absorption parameter on
velocity profiles.

FIGURE 11. Influence of
heat absorption parameter on
temperature profiles.

Figs. 12 and 13, shows the plot of fluid velocityU and temperatureθ of the flow field against
different values of Prandtl numberPr taking other parameters are constant. The Prandtl number
defines the ratio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity. The values of the Prandtl
number are chosen for air(Pr = 0.71), electrolytic solution(Pr = 1.00), water(Pr = 7.00)
and water at4◦C (Pr = 11.40). It is evident from Figs. 12 and 13, velocityU and temperature
θ decreases on increasing Prandtl numberPr. Thus higher prandtl number leads to faster
cooling of the plate.

FIGURE 12. Influence of
Prandtl number on velocity
profiles.

FIGURE 13. Influence of
Prandtl number on tempera-
ture profiles.
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Fig.14 shows the variation of fluid velocityU with the Darcy parameterDa. The graph
shows that an increase in the Darcy parameter increases the fluid flow except at the flow reversal
point at the heated wall.

FIGURE 14. Influence of Darcy parameter on velocity profiles.

Fig.15 demonstrates the influence of pressure gradientλ on the fluid velocityU . It is ob-
served that, the fluid velocityU increases on increasing the pressure gradientλ.

FIGURE 15. Influence of pressure gradient on velocity profiles.

Fig.16 depicts the influence of magnetic field intensity on the variation of fluid velocity. It is
noticed that, an increase in the magnetic parameterM decreases the fluid velocityU due to the
resistive action of the Lorenz forces except at the heated wall where the reversed flow induced
by wall slip caused an increase in the fluid velocity. This implies that magnetic field tends to
decelerate fluid flow.
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FIGURE 16. Influence of magnetic parameter on velocity profiles.

The effects of thermal Grashof numberGr and solutal Grashof numberGm on the velocity
U of the flow field are presented in Figs. 17 and 18. Physically, thermal Grashof numberGr
signifies the relative strength of thermal buoyancy force toviscous hydrodynamic force in the
boundary layer. Solutal Grashof numberGm signifies the relative strength of species buoyancy
force to viscous hydrodynamic force in the boundary layer. Astudy of the curves shows that
thermal Grashof numberGr and solutal Grashof numberGm accelerates the velocity of the
flow field at all points. This is due to the reason that there is an enhancement in thermal
buoyancy force and concentration buoyancy force.

FIGURE 17. Influence of
Grashof number on velocity
profiles.

FIGURE 18. Influence of So-
lutal Grashof number on ve-
locity profiles.
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From Tables 1 and 2, it is clear that the skin frictionCf increases on increasing thermal
Grashof numberGr, solutal Grashof numberGm, Darcy parameterDa and pressure gradient
λ whereas it decreases on increasing magnetic parameterM , Prandtl numberPr, radiation pa-
rameterN , heat absorption parameterH, Schmidt numberSc and chemical reaction parameter
Kr at both cold and heated walls. The skin friction coefficient decreases at the cold wall and
it increases at the heated wall on increasing the cold wall slip parameterγ and heated wall slip
parameterσ.

TABLE 1. Effect ofGr, Gm, M, Da, γ, andσ on skin friction coefficient
whenPr = 0.71, N = 1, H = 0.5, Sc = 0.30, Sr = 1, Kr = 0.5, τ =
0, ω = 1, ǫ = 0.001.

Gr Gm M Da γ σ
Skin frictionCf
Cold wall Heated wall

0.1 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3302 0.9901
0.3 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3450 1.0562
0.5 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3597 1.1223
0.7 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3745 1.1884
2.0 0.2 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3212 0.9905
2.0 0.4 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3378 1.0602
2.0 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3544 1.1299
2.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3710 1.1996
2.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4921 1.6383
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4706 1.6179
2.0 2.0 1.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4508 1.5993
2.0 2.0 2.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4325 1.5822
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2717 1.4510
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3713 1.5273
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4210 1.5717
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.4508 1.5993
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.5597 1.5814
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4706 1.6179
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.4060 1.6444
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.3570 1.6644
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.5570 1.3250
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.4706 1.6179
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3351 2.0769
2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.0924 2.8997
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TABLE 2. Effect ofPr, N, H, Sc, Kr andλ on skin friction coefficient
whenGm = 2, Gr = 2, τ = 0, M = 1, Da = 0.5, γ = 0.1, σ = 0.1, ω =
1, ǫ = 0.001.

Pr N H Sc Kr λ
Skin frictionCf
Cold wall Heated wall

0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4706 1.6179
1.00 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4630 1.6025
7.00 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.3832 1.4220
11.40 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.3613 1.3593
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4706 1.6179
0.71 2.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4586 1.5933
0.71 3.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4480 1.5714
0.71 4.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4387 1.5517
0.71 1.0 1.0 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4644 1.6053
0.71 1.0 2.0 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4531 1.5821
0.71 1.0 3.0 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4432 1.5613
0.71 1.0 4.0 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4345 1.5425
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.22 0.5 1.0 0.4715 1.6196
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4706 1.6179
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.60 0.5 1.0 0.4674 1.6115
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.78 0.5 1.0 0.4655 1.6078
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 1.0 1.0 0.4674 1.6115
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 2.0 1.0 0.4612 1.5993
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 3.0 1.0 0.4554 1.5877
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 4.0 1.0 0.4500 1.5767
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 0.5 0.3922 1.4879
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.0 0.4706 1.6179
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 1.5 0.5490 1.7478
0.71 1.0 0.5 0.30 0.5 2.0 0.6274 1.8778

From Table 3, it is clear that the heat transfer coefficientNu increases at the cold wall and
it decreases at the heated wall on increasing the Prandtl numberPr, radiation parameterN and
heat absorption parameterH.
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TABLE 3. Effect of Pr, N andH on heat transfer coefficient whenτ =
0, ω = 1, ǫ = 0.001.

Pr N H
Nusselt numberNu
Cold wall Heated wall

0.71 1.0 0.5 −0.8432 −1.3334
1.00 1.0 0.5 −0.7885 −1.4577
7.00 1.0 0.5 −0.2543 −3.2537
11.40 1.0 0.5 −0.1324 −4.1417
0.71 1.0 0.5 −0.8432 −1.3334
0.71 2.0 0.5 −0.7565 −1.5332
0.71 3.0 0.5 −0.6815 −1.7189
0.71 4.0 0.5 −0.6162 −1.8924
0.71 1.0 1.0 −0.7982 −1.4353
0.71 1.0 2.0 −0.7177 −1.6277
0.71 1.0 3.0 −0.6478 −1.8070
0.71 1.0 4.0 −0.5867 −1.9752

From Table 4, it is clear that the mass transfer coefficientSh increases at the cold wall and
it decreases at the heated wall on increasing the Schmidt number Sc and chemical reaction
parameterKr.

TABLE 4. Effect ofSc andKr on the mass transfer coefficientτ = 0, ω =
1, andǫ = 0.001.

Sc Kr
Sherwood numberSh
Cold wall Heated wall

0.22 0.5 −0.9829 −1.0374
0.30 0.5 −0.9764 −1.0506
0.60 0.5 −0.9526 −1.0992
0.78 0.5 −0.9388 −1.1279
0.30 1.0 −0.9526 −1.0992
0.30 2.0 −0.9075 −1.1936
0.30 3.0 −0.8652 −1.2847
0.30 4.0 −0.8257 −1.3726
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied analytically the influence of slip condition on radiative MHD
flow of a viscous fluid in a parallel porous plate channel in presence of heat absorption and
chemical reaction.From the present investigation the following conclusions can be drawn:

• Cold wall slip parameter, Darcy parameter, pressure gradient, Thermal Grashof number
and solutal Grashof number are tend to accelerate the fluid velocity whereas Schmidt
number, chemical reaction parameter, radiation parameter, heat absorption parameter,
magnetic parameter and Prandtl number and have reverse effect on it.

• Radiation parameter, heat absorption parameter and Prandtl number are tendency to
retard the fluid temperature.

• Schmidt number and chemical reaction parameter have tendency to decelerate the
species concentration.

• Thermal Grashof number, Solutal Grashof number, Darcy parameter and pressure gra-
dient are tend to accelerate the skin friction coefficient whereas magnetic parameter,
Prandtl number, radiation parameter, heat absorption parameter, Schmidt number and
chemical reaction parameter have a reverse effect on the skin friction at both cold and
heated walls. Skin friction coefficient decreases on increasing the cold wall slip pa-
rameter and heated wall slip parameter at the cold wall whereas it has a reverse effect
at the heated wall.

• Radiation parameter, heat absorption parameter and Prandtl number have tendency to
increase the heat transfer coefficient at the cold wall whereas they have tendency to
retard the heat transfer coefficient at the heated wall.

• Schmidt number and chemical reaction parameter have tendency to accelerate the mass
transfer coefficient at the cold wall whereas they have tendency to retard the mass
transfer coefficient at the heated wall.
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APPENDIX

m1 =
√

Pr (N +H), m2 =
√

Pr (N +H + iω), m3 =
√
ScKr,

m4 =
√

Sc(Kr + iω), m5 =

√

M +
1

Da
, m6 =

√

M +
1

Da
+ iω,

A1 =
Gr

m2
5 −m2

1

, A2 =
Gm

m2
3 −m2

5

, A3 =
λ0

m2
5

,
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A4 =
γm1A1

sinh(m1)
, A5 =

γm3A2

sinh(m3)
, A6 = A4 − (A3 +A5)

A7 = A1 [σm1 coth(m1)− 1] , A8 = A2 [σm3 coth(m3)− 1] ,

A9 = A7 − (A3 +A8), A10 = 1 + γm5, A11 = 1− γm5, A12 = 1 + σm5,

A13 = 1− σm5, A14 = A11A12 exp(−m5)−A10A13 exp(m5),

A15 = A6A12 exp(−m5)−A9A10, A16 =
A15

A14
, A17 =

A6 −A11A16

A10
,

A18 =
Gr

m2
6 −m2

2

, A19 =
Gm

m2
4 −m2

6

, A20 =
λ1

m2
6

, A21 =
γm2A18

sinh(m2)
,

A22 =
γm4A19

sinh(m4)
, A23 = A21 − (A20 +A22), A24 = A18 [σm2 coth(m2)− 1] ,

A25 = A19 [σm4 cot(m4)− 1] , A26 = A24 − (A20 +A25), A27 = 1 + γm6,

A28 = 1− γm6, A29 = 1 + σm6, A30 = 1− σm6,

A31 = A28A29 exp(−m6)−A27A30 exp(m6), A32 = A23A29 exp(−m6)−A26A27,

A33 =
A32

A31
, A34 =

A23 −A28A33

A27
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ABSTRACT. This work is devoted to investigate heat and mass transfer effects on MHD natural
convection flow past an inclined plate with ramped temperature numerically. The dimensionless
governing equations for this investigation are solved by using finite element method. The effects
of angle inclination, buoyancy ratio parameter, permeability parameter, magnetic parameter,
Prandtl number, heat generation, thermal radiation, Eckert number, Schmidt number, chemical
reaction parameter and time on velocity, temperature and concentration fields are studied and
presented with the aid of figures. The effects of the pertinent parameters on skin friction, rate
of heat transfer and mass transfer coefficients are presented in tabular form. The numerical
results are compared graphically with previously published result as special case of the present
investigation and results found to be in good agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION

Heat transfer is a study of the exchange of thermal energy through a body or between bodies
which occurs when there is a temperature difference. Heat always transfers from hot to cold.
Whereas mass transfer is the transport of constituent from aregion of higher concentration to
that of lower concentration. Heat and mass transfer is important in many engineering appli-
cation such as food processing, nuclear reactors and polymer. A comprehensive discussion
on heat and mass transfer was made by Abdallah and Zeghmati [1] have investigated natural
convection heat and mass transfer in the boundary layer along a vertical cylinder with opposing
buoyancies. Olajuwon [2] has presented convection heat andmass transfer in a hydromagnetic
flow of a second grade fluid in the presence of thermal radiation and thermal diffusion. Bisht
et al. [3] have analyzed the effects of variable thermal conductivity and chemical reaction on
steady mixed convection boundary layer flow with heat and mass transfer inside a cone due to
a point sink.
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MHD is the science of motion of electrically conducting fluidin presence of magnetic field.
The phenomenon of MHD flow with heat and mass transfer has beena subject of interest of
many researchers because of its varied applications in science and technology. Such phenom-
ena are observed in buoyancy induced motions in the atmosphere, in bodies of water, quasi-
solid bodies such as earth, etc. In light of these facts Eldabe et al. [4] have explained MHD
free convection flow of visco-elastic fluid past an infinite vertical porous plate. Makinde [5]
has studied heat and mass transfer by MHD mixed convection stagnation point flow toward a
vertical plate embedded in a highly porous medium with radiation and internal heat generation.
Mbeledogu et al. [6] have investigated unsteady MHD free convective flow of a compressible
fluid past a moving vertical plate in the presence of radiative heat transfer. Ishak et al. [7] have
analyzed Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow and heat transfer due to a stretching cylinder.

Dissipation is the process of converting mechanical energyof downward-flowing water into
thermal and acoustical energy. Various devices are designed in streambeds to reduce the kinetic
energy of flowing waters, reducing their erosive potential on banks and river bottoms viscous
dissipation occurs in natural convection in various devices. Such dissipation effects may also be
present in stronger gravitational fields and in process wherein the scale of the process is very
large, e.g., on larger planets, in large masses of gas in space, and in geological processes in
fluids internal to various bodies with viscous dissipative heat included in the energy equation.
Amin et al. [8] have studied the effect of viscous dissipation on a power law fluid over plate
embedded in porous medium. Siva Reddy and Srinivasa Raju [9]have explained Soret effect on
unsteady MHD free convective flow past a semi infinite vertical plate in the presence of viscous
dissipation. Raja Shekar and Hussain [10] have described the effect of viscous dissipation on
MHD flow of a free convection power-law fluid with a pressure gradient.

Thermal radiation effects on hydromagnetic natural convection flow with heat and mass
transfer play an important role in manufacturing processestaking place in industries for the
design of fins, glass production, steel rolling, casting andlevitation, furnace design, etc. More-
over, several engineering processes occur at very high temperatures where the knowledge of
radiative heat transfer becomes indispensible for the design of pertinent equipment. Nuclear
power plants, gas turbines and various propulsion devices for aircraft, missiles, satellites and
space vehicles are examples of such engineering areas. In this regard we may cite down the
works done by Suneetha et al. [11] have discussed thermal radiation effects on MHD free con-
vection flow past an impulsively started vertical plate withvariable surface temperature and
concentration. Cess [12] has explained the interaction of thermal radiation with free convec-
tion heat transfer. Howell et al. [13] have narrated thermalradiation heat transfer. Anjali
Devi and Samuel Raj [14] have analyzed Thermo-diffusion effects on unsteady hydromagnetic
free convection flow with heat and mass transfer past a movingvertical plate with time depen-
dent suction and heat source in a slip flow regime. Venkateshwarlu et al. [15] have explained
Thermal diffusion and radiation effects on unsteady MHD free convection heat and mass trans-
fer flow past a linearly accelerated vertical porous plate with variable temperature and mass
diffusion

In certain porous media applications, the heat generation (source) or absorption (sink) ef-
fects are important. Representative studies dealing with these effects have been reported by
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many authors such as Ibrahim and Shanker [16] have studied Unsteady MHD boundary-layer
flow and heat transfer due to stretching sheet in the presenceof heat source or sink. Ibrahim and
Bhaskar Reddy [17] have investigated radiation and mass transfer effects on MHD free convec-
tion flow along a stretching surface with viscous dissipation and heat generation. Kesavaiah et
al. [18] analyzed the effects of the chemical reaction and radiation absorption on an unsteady
MHD convective heat and mass transfer flow past a semi-infinite vertical permeable moving
plate embedded in a porous medium with heat source and suction. Shivaiah and Anand Rao
[19] have investigated Chemical reaction effect on an unsteady MHD free convection flow past
a vertical porous plate in the presence of suction or injection. Venkateshwarlu et al. [20] have
studied Radiation effects on MHD boundary layer flow of liquid metal over a porous stretching
surface in porous medium with heat generation.

Several investigations were performed using both analytical and numerical methods un-
der different thermal conditions which are continuous and well defined at the wall. Practical
problems often involve wall conditions that are non-uniform or arbitrary. To understand such
problems, it is useful to investigate problems subject to step change in wall temperature. For
instance the fabrication of thin-film, nuclear heat transfer control, materials processing and tur-
bine blade heat transfer. Chandran et al. [21] have studied Natural convection near a vertical
plate with ramped wall temperature. Seth et al. [22] have explained MHD natural Convection
flow with radiative heat transfer past an impulsively movingplate with ramped wall tempera-
ture. Ismail et al. [23] described MHD and radiation effectson natural convection flow in a
porous medium past an infinite inclined plate with ramped wall temperature. Narahari et al.
[24] considered Ramped temperature effect on unsteady MHD natural convection flow past
an infinite inclined plate in the presence of radiation, heatsource and chemical reaction. Siva
Reddy et al. [25] have studied Transient approach to heat absorption and radiative heat transfer
past an impulsively moving plate with ramped temperature.

Most of the research workers assumed vertical plate and theyhave neglected viscous dissi-
pation. In the present work, we assumed inclined plate and atthe same time effect of viscous
dissipation is considered. The objective of this paper is toanalyze the Heat and Mass transfer
effects on MHD natural convection flow past an inclined platewith ramped temperature. A
finite element scheme has been used to solve the governing equations. Variations in velocity,
temperature and concentration with respect to various flow pertinent parameters are discussed
graphically. The effects of the pertinent parameters on skin friction, rate of heat transfer and
mass transfer coefficients are presented in tabular form. Finally our results are compared with
results of Narahari et al. [24] and are found to be in excellent agreement.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider the unsteady laminar heat and mass transfer by natural convection along an infinite
inclined plate through a porous medium. The physical model and Coordinate system are shown
in Fig.1. Thex′-axis is taken along the plate with the angle of inclinationφ to vertical and the
y′-axis is taken normal to the plate. Initially att′ ≤ 0, the plate and the fluid are at the
temperatureT ′

∞
and concentrationC ′

∞
. At u the plate temperature increases according to
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the equationT ′ = T ′

∞
+ (T ′

w − T ′

∞
)t

′
/t0 and the chemical species concentration raised to

C ′

w. It is assumed that the plate is electrically non-conducting and a magnetic field of uniform
strengthB0 is applied in they′-direction. The fluid is assumed to be optically thin, constant
property radiating gas except the density variation in the body force term of the balance of
linear momentum equation and it is also assumed that the radiation heat flux in thex′-direction
is negligible as compared to that in they′-direction.

FIGURE 1. The physical model of the problem.

Since, the plate is assumed to be infinitely long inx′-axis direction so that all the dependent
variables are functions ofy′ and t′ only. Under the usual Boussinesq approximation, intro-
ducing heat due to viscous dissipation the governing equations for the momentum, energy and
solute concentration can be written as follows:

∂u′

∂t′
= υ

∂2u′

∂y′2
+ gβ

(

T ′ − T ′

∞

)

cosφ + gβ∗(C ′ − C ′

∞
) cosφ− υ

u′

K ′

1

− σB2
0

ρ
u′ (2.1)

ρcp
∂T ′

∂t′
= k

∂2T ′

∂y′2
− qc

(

T ′ − T ′

∞

)

− ∂qr

∂y′
+

v

ρcp

(

∂u′

∂y′

)2

(2.2)

∂C ′

∂t′
= D

∂2C ′

∂y′2
− κ

(

C ′ − C ′

∞

)

(2.3)

With the following initial and boundary conditions

t′ ≤ 0 : u′ = 0, T ′ = T ′

∞
, C ′ = C ′

∞
for all y′ ≥ 0,

t′ > 0 :























u′ = 0,

T ′ =

{

T ′

∞
+ (T ′

w − T ′

∞
) t′/t0 for 0 < t′ ≤ t0,

T ′

w, t′ > t0
C ′ = C ′

w















as y′ = 0,

u′ → 0, T ′ → T ′

∞
, C ′ → C ′

∞
as y′ → ∞































(2.4)
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For an optically thin constant property gas, the radiative heat fluxqr satisfies the following
nonlinear differential equation:

∂qr

∂y′
= 4ασ∗(T ′4 − T

′4
∞
) (2.5)

Whereα is the absorption coefficient andσ∗ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. It is assumed
that the temperature differences within the flow are sufficiently small such thatT

′4
∞

may be
expressed as a linear function of the fluid temperatureT ′ using the Taylor series aboutT ′

∞
.

After neglecting higher-order terms, gives

T ′
4 ∼= 4T ′3

∞
T ′ − 3T

′4
∞

(2.6)

Using Equations (2.5) and (2.6), Equation (2.2) becomes

ρcp
∂T ′

∂t′
= k

∂2T ′

∂y′2
− qc

(

T ′ − T ′

∞

)

− 16ασ∗T
′3
∞
(T ′ − T ′

∞
) +

v

ρcp

(

∂u′

∂y′

)2

(2.7)

The following non-dimensional quantities are introduced:

y =
y′√
υ t0

, t =
t′

t0
, t0 =

υ1/3

g2/3
, u =

u′t0

Gr
√
υ
, θ =

(T ′ − T ′

∞
)

(T ′

w − T ′

∞
)
,

Gm =
gβ∗(C ′

w − C ′

∞
)t

3/2
0√

υ
, N =

Gm

Gr
, K =

K ′

1

υ t0
, M =

σB2
0t0

ρ
,

Q =
qcυt0

k
, R =

16ασ∗υt0T
′3
∞

k
, Sc =

υ

D
, γ = κt0, Ec =

U2
0

cp(T ′

w − T ′

∞
)

C =
(C ′ − C ′

∞
)

(C ′

w − C ′

∞
)
, Gr =

gβ(T ′

w − T ′

∞
)t

3/2
0√

υ
, Pr =

µ cp

k



















































(2.8)

Whereu′ is the fluid velocity in thex′-direction, t′ is the time,υ is the kinematic viscosity,
g is the acceleration due to gravity,β is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion,T ′

is the fluid temperature,T ′

∞
is the temperature of the fluid away from the plate,β∗ is the

volumetric coefficient of concentration expansion,C ′ is the species concentration,C ′

∞
is the

species concentration away from the plate,K ′

1 is the permeability of the porous medium,σ

is the electrical conductivity of the fluid,ρ is the density,Cp is the specific heat at constant
pressure,k is the thermal conductivity,qc is the volumetric heat generation or absorption,qr
is the radiative heat flux iny′-direction,D is the mass diffusivity,κ is the chemical reaction
parameter,T ′

w is the temperature of the plate, andC ′

w is the species concentration at the plate,
y is the dimensionless coordinate axis normal to the plate,t is the dimensionless time,u is
the dimensionless velocity,θ is the dimensionless temperature,C is the dimensionless species
concentration,Gr is the thermal Grashof number,Gm is the mass Grashof number,N is the
mass to thermal buoyancy ratio parameter,K is the dimensionless permeability parameter,M

is the magnetic field parameter (square of the Hartmann number), Pr is the Prandtl number,Q
is the heat generation or absorption parameter,R is the thermal radiation parameter,Sc is the
Schmidt number andγ is the dimensionless chemical reaction parameter.
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In view of equation (2.8), equations (2.1), (2.7), and (2.3)reduces to the following non-
dimensional form, respectively

∂u

∂t
=

∂2u

∂y2
+ θ cosφ+ CN cosφ−

(

1

K
+M

)

u (2.9)

Pr
∂θ

∂t
=

∂2θ

∂y2
− (Q+R)θ +Ec

(

∂u

∂y

)2

(2.10)

Sc
∂C

∂t
=

∂2C

∂y2
− Scγ C (2.11)

with the following initial and boundary conditions:

t ≤ 0 : u = 0, θ = 0, C = 0 for all y ≥ 0,

t > 0 :

{

u = 0, θ =

{

t , 0 < t ≤ 1
1, t > 1

, C = 1 at y = 0,

u → 0, θ → 0 , C → 0 as y → ∞















(2.12)

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION

The non-linear dimensionless partial differential equations (2.9)-(2.11) subject to boundary
conditions (2.12) are solved by finite element method. This method consists of following five
fundamental steps: discretization of the domain, derivation of element equations, assembly
of element equations, imposition of boundary conditions and solution of the system of equa-
tions. An excellent description of these steps presented inthe text books Bathe [26] and Reddy
[27]. By using this procedure the whole domain is divided into a set of60 intervals of equal
length0.1. At each node, three functions are to be evaluated. Hence, after assembly of the
elements, we obtain a matrix of system of linear equations oforder60 × 60. Consequently an
iterative scheme is employed to solve the matrix system, which is solved by using the Gauss
Seidel method. This process is repeated until the desired accuracy of10−6 is obtained. Hence,
the finite element method is stable and convergent. The expressions for skin-friction, Nusselt
number and Sherwood number are given by

The skin-friction coefficient is given by

τ =

[

∂u

∂y

]

y=0

(3.1)

The Nusselt number is given by

Nu = −
[

∂θ

∂y

]

y=0

(3.2)

The Nusselt number is given by

Sh = −
[

∂C

∂y

]

y=0

(3.3)
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4. VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to validate our numerical scheme we have presented acomparison in FIGURE 2
which displays contrast the velocity values for isothermalplate in the absence Eckert number
with the values of the velocity obtained by Narahari et al. [24] for various values ofQ. It is
evident from FIGURE 2 that the numerical values of the velocity obtained through our numer-
ical scheme are in very good agreement with the values of the velocity obtained by Narahari et
al. [24]. This justifies the correctness of the results presented in the paper.

FIGURE 2. Comparison of velocity profile forQ (Isothermal)

We have also made a comparison in FIGURE 3 of the numerical values of velocity for
ramped temperature obtained through our scheme with the solution presented by Narahari et
al. [24] for various values ofQ takingEc = 0 (i.e. in absence of Eckert number) in our model.
It is observed that there is a very good agreement of the numerical solution with the solution.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of velocity profile forQ (Ramped)
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to gain a clear insight of the physical problem Heat and Mass transfer effects on
MHD natural convection flow past an inclined plate with ramped temperature, we have studied
the effects of various parameters on velocity, temperatureand concentration for both ramped
temperature and isothermal plates and are presented graphically. In the present investigation we
adopted the following default parameter values of finite element computationsφ = 45◦, N =
0.2, K = 0.5, M = 1.0, Pr = 0.71, Q = −0.5, R = 5.0, Ec = 0.01, Sc = 0.6, γ =
1.0, andt = 0.6.

5.1. Velocity field (u). The velocity of the fluid differs with the variation of the flowparam-
eters such as angle of inclination, mass to thermal buoyancyratio parameter, permeability
parameter, magnetic field parameter (square of the Hartmannnumber), Prandtl number, heat
generation or absorption parameter, radiation parameter,Eckert number, chemical reaction pa-
rameter, Schmidt number and time. The effects of these parameters on the flow field have been
presented in FIGURES 4-14.

5.1.1. Effect of angle of inclination (φ). FIGURE 4 portrays the effect of angle of inclination
on dimensionless velocityu for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. From this
FIGURE it is clear that velocityu decreases on increasing angle of inclination. Asφ increases
the effect of the buoyancy force decreases since it is multiplied by cosφ, so the velocity profile
decreases. More over the momentum boundary layer is found tobe thickened for increasing
values ofφ. Forφ = π/2 the plate is horizontal and forφ = 0 the plate assumes a vertical
position. The gravitational effect is minimum forφ = π/2 and maximum forφ = 0.

FIGURE 4. Effect ofφ on dimensionlessu

The inclination parameterφ arises only in the buoyancy termcosφ in the momentum equa-
tion (2.9). Thus, the fluid velocity is found to be maximized at the vertical position of the plate
(φ = 0) and minimized for the horizontal position of the plate(φ = π/2).
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5.1.2. Effect of buoyancy ratio parameter (N ). FIGURE 5 displays the influence of buoyancy
ratio parameterN on the dimensionless velocity for both ramped and isothermal plates. Buoy-
ancy ratio parameter is the ratio of thermal buoyancy force to mass buoyancy force. FIGURE
5 reveals that velocity gets accelerated on increasing buoyancy ratio parameterN for aiding
flow (N > 0). Since both thermal buoyancy force and mass buoyancy force move in same
direction. On the other hand, velocity decreases on increasing buoyancy ratio parameter for
opposing flow(N < 0). It is due to the reason that mass buoyancy force act conflicting to
thermal buoyancy force.

FIGURE 5. Effect ofN on dimensionlessu

5.1.3. Effect of permeability parameter (K). FIGURE 6 reveals the effect of permeability of
porous mediumK on fluid flow in boundary layer region for both ramped temperature and
isothermal plates. It is noticed from FIGURE 6 that, velocity u increases on increasingK.
An increase in permeability of medium implies that there is adecrease in the resistance of the
porous medium which in turn accelerates fluid flow in boundarylayer region for both ramped
temperature and isothermal plates.

FIGURE 6. Effect ofK on dimensionlessu
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5.1.4. Effect of magnetic parameter (M ). FIGURE 7 depicts the influence of magnetic field
M on fluid velocity for both ramped temperature and isothermalplates. It is evident from
FIGURE 7 that velocityu decreases in the region near the plate on increasing magnetic field
parameterM while it increases in the region away from the plate on increasingM . This implies
that magnetic field tends to retard fluid velocity in the region near the plate whereas it has a
reverse effect on fluid velocity in the region away from the plate. This shows that the Lorentz
force (a resistive force developed due to the movement of an electrically conducting fluid in the
presence of magnetic field) is dominant in the region near theplate and its effectiveness gets
diminished by other forces in the region away from the plate.

FIGURE 7. Effect ofM on dimensionlessu

5.1.5. Effect of Prandtl number (Pr). FIGURE 8 shows the influence of Prandtl numberPr on
the dimensionless velocity for both ramped and isothermal plates. The Prandtl number defines
the ratio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity. From the FIGURE 8 it is clear that
a rise inPr from 0.3 and1.0 causes an decrease in velocity. Since an increase in the Prandtl
number results a decrease of the thermal boundary layer thickness within the boundary layer.

FIGURE 8. Effect ofPr on dimensionlessu
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5.1.6. Effect of heat absorption or generation (Q). FIGURE 9 displays the impact of heat
source(Q > 0) and heat sink(Q < 0) on dimensionless velocity for both ramped temperature
and isothermal plates. It is evident that velocity increases with the increase of heat source.
Since in presence of a heat source the boundary layer generates energy which causes the tem-
perature of the fluid to increase. This increase in temperature produces an increase in the flow
field due to the buoyancy effect. On the other hand, the presence of a heat sink in the boundary
layer absorbs energy which causes the temperature of the fluid to decrease. This decrease in
the fluid temperature causes a reduction in the flow velocity in the boundary layer.

FIGURE 9. Effect ofQ on dimensionlessu

5.1.7. Effect of thermal radiation parameter (R). FIGURE 10 exhibits the effect of thermal ra-
diationR on dimensionless velocity for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. From
this FIGURE it is clear that velocityu decreases on increasingR. This implies that radiation
has a tendency to decelerate the fluid flow in the boundary layer region for both ramped tem-
perature and isothermal plates. This is due to fact that fluidtemperature is getting reduced due
to thermal radiation and fluid flow in the boundary layer region is getting retorted.

FIGURE 10. Effect ofR on dimensionlessu
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5.1.8. Effect of Eckert number (Ec). FIGURE 11 shows the influence of Eckert numberEc

on dimensionless velocity for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. Eckert number
expresses the relationship between the kinetic energy in the flow and the enthalpy. From FIG-
URE 11 it is observed that, velocity experiences an enhancement on increasing Eckert number.
This is due to the reason that Eckert number represents the conversion of kinetic energy into
internal energy by work done against the viscous fluid stresses. Greater viscous dissipative heat
causes a rise in the velocity.

FIGURE 11. Effect ofEc on dimensionlessu

5.1.9. Effect of Schmidt number (Sc). FIGURE 12 depicts the effects of Schmidt numberSc

on dimensionless velocity for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. It is noticed
from FIGURE 12 that, fluid velocity retard on increasingSc. Schmidt number represents the
ratio of momentum diffusivity to molecular (mass) diffusivity. This implies that mass diffusion
tends to accelerate the fluid flow in the boundary layer regionfor both ramped temperature and
isothermal plates.

FIGURE 12. Effect ofSc on dimensionlessu
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5.1.10. Effect of chemical reaction parameter (γ). FIGURE 13 demonstrates the effect of
chemical reactionγ on dimensionless velocity for both ramped temperature and isothermal
plates. It is noticed that fluid velocity decreases on increasing chemical reaction parameterγ.It
should be mentioned that the studied case is for a destructive chemical reaction parameterγ. In
fact, asγ increases, the considerable reduction in the velocity profiles is predicted, the presence
of the peak indicates that the maximum value of the velocity occurs in the body of the fluid
close to the surface but not at the surface.

FIGURE 13. Effect ofγ on dimensionlessu

5.1.11. Effect of time (t). FIGURE 14 portrays the effect of timet on dimensionless velocity
for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. From this FIGURE it is clear that ve-
locity increases on increasing timet. This implies that fluid velocity tend to accelerate with
the progress of time throughout the boundary layer region for both ramped temperature and
isothermal plates.

FIGURE 14. Effect oft on dimensionlessu
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5.2. Temperature field (θ). The Temperature of the fluid varies with the change in flow pa-
rameters like Prandtl number, heat generation or absorption parameter, radiation parameter,
Eckert number and time. The influences of these parameters onthe temperature field presented
in FIGURES 15-19.

5.2.1. Effect of Prandtl number (Pr). FIGURE 15 displays the effect of Prandtl numberPr
on temperature for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. It made clear that there
is a significant decrease of the temperature as a result of an increase of the Prandtl number.
Since Prandtl number is the ratio of thicknesses of the viscous and thermal boundary layers.
Increasing the value ofPr causes the fluid temperature and its boundary layer thickness to
decrease significantly. This causes fluid temperature decreases from maximum at the boundary
to a minimum value as far from the plate in both cases of rampedand isothermal plate.

FIGURE 15. Effect ofPr on dimensionlessθ

5.2.2. Effect of heat absorption parameter (Q). FIGURE 16 represents the effects of heat
source and heat absorption on the fluid temperature for both ramped temperature and isothermal
plates. It portrays that fluid temperature decreases on increasing heat absorption. This may be
attributed to the fact that the tendency of heat absorption (thermal sink) is to reduce the fluid
temperature which causes the strength of thermal buoyancy force to decrease resulting in a net
reduction in the fluid temperature.

FIGURE 16. Effect ofQ on dimensionlessθ
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5.2.3. Effect of thermal radiation parameter (R). FIGURE 17 symbolizes the effects thermal
radiationR on temperature for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. It says that
there is a decrease in temperature with the increase of thermal radiation parameter. This result
expresses that radiation parameter is to decrease the rate of energy transport to the fluid and
there by the temperature of the fluid decreases which causes the decrease in the fluid tempera-
ture.

FIGURE 17. Effect ofR on dimensionlessθ

5.2.4. Effect of Eckert number (Ec). FIGURE 18 displays the influence of Eckert numberEc

on dimensionless temperature for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. It shows
that the fluid temperature increases for increasing values of Eckert numberEc for buoyancy
aided/opposed flows. The thermal boundary layer thickness decreases with increasing values
of Ec. The viscous dissipation, as a heat generation inside the fluid, increases the bulk fluid
temperature. This can be attributed to the additional heating in the flow system due to viscous
dissipation.

FIGURE 18. Effect ofEc on dimensionlessθ
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5.2.5. Effect of time (t). FIGURE 19 displays the influence of timet on dimensionless tem-
perature for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. It expresses that the temperature
increases with the increase of timet. This implies that there is enrichment in field of tempera-
ture for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates.

FIGURE 19. Effect oft on dimensionlessθ

5.3. Concentration field (C). The variation of the concentration distribution of the flow field
for various values of pertinent flow parameters like Schmidtnumber, Chemical reaction pa-
rameter and time are described from FIGURES 20-22.

5.3.1. Effect of Schmidt number (Sc). FIGURE 20 exhibits the effect of Schmidt numberSc

on dimensionless concentration for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. It declares
that the concentration distribution decreases at all points of the flow field with the increase of
the Schmidt number. The Schmidt number embodies the ratio ofthe momentum to the mass
diffusivity. The Schmidt number therefore quantifies the relative effectiveness of momentum
and mass transport by diffusion in the hydrodynamic (velocity) and concentration (species)
boundary layers. As the Schmidt number increases the concentration decreases.

FIGURE 20. Effect ofSc on dimensionlessC
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5.3.2. Effect of Chemical reaction parameter (γ). FIGURE 21 reveals the influence of chem-
ical reaction parameterγ on dimensionless concentration for both ramped temperature and
isothermal plates. It displays that concentration decreases with the increase of chemical reac-
tion parameter. Since chemical reaction parameter has a retarding influence on the concentra-
tion distribution of the flow field.

FIGURE 21. Effect ofγ on dimensionlessC

5.3.3. Effect of time (t). FIGURE 22 exposes the effect timet on dimensionless concentration
for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates. It is evident that concentration distribution
increases on increasing time. This implies that, for both ramped temperature plates there is
improvement in concentration with the progress of time.

FIGURE 22. Effect oft on dimensionlessC

The numerical values of the skin friction, Nusselt number and Sherwood number are calcu-
lated for both ramped and isothermal plates by using equations (3.1)-(3.3) and are represented
in the form of TABLES1 to 3 for various values ofN , M , K, φ, Pr, Q, R, Ec, Sc, γ, andt.

TABLE 1 shows the values skin friction for both ramped and isothermal plates for different
values ofN , M , K andφ. The numerical values of skin friction are found by using the
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expression (3.1). From TABLE 1 it is evident that there is an increase in Skin friction for
increasing values ofN , K andφ whereas skin friction decreases for increasing values ofM .

TABLE 1. Skin friction for ramped and isothermal plates

N M K φ Skin friction (Ramped ) Skin friction ( Isothermal )
0.2 0.5 1.0 300 0.054923 0.105677
0.6 0.5 1.0 300 0.124992 0.142456
0.2 1.0 1.0 300 0.032788 0.083927
0.2 0.5 1.5 300 0.093276 0.132048
0.2 0.5 1.0 600 0.107932 0.141680

TABLE 2 displays the values of Nusselt number for both rampedand isothermal plates for
various values ofPr, Q, R andEc. Nusselt number values are obtained by using equation
(3.2). From TABLE 2 it is clear that Nusselt number decreaseswith increasing values ofPr, Q
andR. On the other hand it increases with the increasing values ofEc.

TABLE 2. Nusselt number for both ramped and isothermal plates

Pr Q R Ec Nusselt number ( Ramped )Nusselt number (Isothermal )
0.3 0.5 1.0 0.01 0.503578 1.534721
0.7 0.5 1.0 0.01 0.757311 1.785213
0.3 1.0 1.0 0.01 0.481691 1.435678
0.3 0.5 5.0 0.01 0.34790 1.322670
0.3 0.5 1.0 0.02 0.69842 1.637805

TABLE 3 conveys the Sherwood values for both ramped and isothermal plates for diverse
values ofSc, γ and t. Values of Sherwood number are calculated by using equation(3.3).
From TABLE 3 it is understood that Sherwood number increaseswith the progress oft and it
decreases with the increase ofSc andγ.

TABLE 3. Sherwood number for both ramped and isothermal plates

Sc γ t Sherwood number ( Ramped )Sherwood number(Isothermal )
0.22 1.0 1.0 0.956791 1.4141678
0.6 1.0 1.0 0.864913 1.3678517
0.22 2.0 1.0 0.793463 1.3245690
0.22 1.0 1.4 1.000456 1.5254790

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an attempt has made to investigate Heat and masstransfer effects on MHD
natural convection flow past an inclined plate with ramped temperature. The governing partial
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differential solved by using finite element method. Numerical results for velocity, temperature
and concentration for both ramped temperature and isothermal plates are presented graphi-
cally for various relevant parameters. Based on the obtained graphical results, the following
conclusions can be summarized.

• The fluid velocity increases with the increasing values of buoyancy ratio parameter
whenN > 0, permeability parameterK, heat generation(Q < 0), Eckert numberEc

and timet and decreases with the increasing values of angle inclination φ, buoyancy
ratio parameter (N < 0), magnetic parameterM , Prandtl numberPr, heat absorption
(Q > 0), thermal radiationR, Schmidt numberSc and chemical reaction parameterγ.

• The fluid temperature increases with the increasing values of Eckert numberEc and
time t and decreases with the increasing values of thermal radiationR, Prandtl number
Pr and heat absorptionQ.

• The fluid concentration increases with the increasing values of time t and decreases
with the increasing values of Schmidt numberSc and chemical reaction parameterγ.
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